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Abstract. We show that the Fourier-Laplace transform of a regular holonomic
module over the Weyl algebra of one variable, which generically underlies a variation of
polarized Hodge structure, underlies itself an integrable variation of polarized twistor struc-
ture.

Introduction

Let P ¼ fp1; . . . ; pr; prþ1 ¼yg be a non empty finite set of points on the Riemann
sphere P1. We will denote by t the coordinate on the a‰ne line A1 ¼ P1nfyg. Let ðV ;‘Þ
be a holomorphic bundle with connection on P1annP.1) One can associate to ðV ;‘Þ a
unique holonomic C½t�hqti-module M with regular singularities (even at infinity) which is
a minimal extension on A1: it is characterized by the fact that its de Rham complex on A1an

is j�V, if j : P1annP ,! A1an denotes the inclusion and V ¼ ker‘.

The Laplace transform M̂M (also called the Fourier-Laplace transform) of the C½t�hqti-
module M is the C-vector space M equipped with the following action of the Weyl algebra
C½t�hqti: the action of t is by qt and that of qt is by left multiplication by �t (see e.g., [15]
or [20], Chap. V, for the basic properties of this transformation). We also say that the Lap-
lace transform has kernel e�tt. In the t-plane ÂA1an, M̂M is a vector bundle with a holomor-
phic connection ðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ away from t ¼ 0. It is known that the singularity at t ¼ 0 is regular
but the one at infinity is usually irregular (this uses the assumption that M has a regular
singularity at t ¼y). Recall also that the locally constant sheaf V̂V ¼ ker ‘̂‘ can be com-
puted from the locally constant sheaf V ¼ ker‘ in a cohomological way (see §1.b), called
localized topological Laplace transform.

Let us now assume that ðV ;‘Þ underlies a variation of polarized complex Hodge
structure of some weight w A Z. We address the following
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Question. What kind of a structure does the bundle ðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ associated to the Laplace

transform M̂M of M underlie?

The variation of complex Hodge structure provides M with a good filtration F�M. In
general, there is no way to get from it a good filtration on the Laplace transform. Therefore
ðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ is unlikely to naturally underlie a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure in
the classical sense. This is also prevented by the irregular singularity at infinity, according
to the regularity theorem of Gri‰ths and Schmid (cf. [26]).

One of the main results of this article is Corollary 3.15, giving the solution to this
question in the following way. We use the language of twistor D-modules of [22]. Let us
assume for simplicity that the weight w is equal to 0.

(i) We extend to P1 the main data of the variation, which are only defined on P1nP.
We get M as above, equipped with a good filtration F�M and a Hermitian sesquilinear
pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ (temperate distributions on the complex plane of the vari-
able t).

(ii) The basic correspondence (cf. Definition 1.29) associates to the data ðM;F�M; kÞ

(a) a bundle G with flat connection on the t-plane away from t ¼ 0;y: its ana-
lytization was called ðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ above;

(b) an extension G0 of this bundle across t ¼y using the filtration F�M by the
procedure of saturation by q�1

t ;

(c) a sesquilinear pairing between G and i�G (where i is the involution t 7! �t)
obtained by Fourier transform from k.

(iii) The main result (Corollary 3.15) says that these data form an integrable polarized

twistor structure of weight 0.

(iv) Moreover, by rescaling the variable t in A1, we get a corresponding rescaling on
the t-plane, and in this way we get a family of polarized twistor structures of weight 0 para-
metrized by C� (the rescaling factor). We show (cf. Remark 2.5) that this family is a varia-
tion of polarized twistor structure of weight 0, with tame behaviour when the rescaling fac-
tor (called 1=to in §2.d) tends to infinity.

(v) The proof of (iii) and (iv) is obtained through another interpretation of the objects
involved. Indeed, to the original variation of polarized Hodge structure we associate a vari-
ation of polarized twistor structure of weight 0 in a natural way. Using results of C. Simp-
son [27] and O. Biquard [2] as in [22], Chap. 5, we show that this variation extends as an
integrable polarized twistor D-module of weight 0 on P1 (we could have used Schmid’s
classical results [26], but we only use the regularity theorem here). We are then in position
to apply the main theorem of [21] (cf. however the erratum to [21]), saying that the Fourier-
Laplace transform of this twistor D-module is of the same kind. In particular, we get a har-
monic metric on ðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ with a tame behaviour near t ¼ 0.

We then identify the variation of polarized twistor structure that we get on ÂA1nf0g to
the family constructed in (iv). The new point in the proof, taking into account the main
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theorem in [21] (with its correction in the erratum to [21]), is to show that the extension of
the original variation of twistor structure is an integrable twistor D-module (in the sense
given in [22], Chap. 7, following the work of C. Hertling [11]).

It should be emphasized that, in such a variation, each fibre is naturally equipped
with a polarized Hodge structure (of weight 0), but the variation does not preserve such a
structure, it only preserves the twistor structure, allowing therefore limiting irregular singu-
larities (see [22], §7.2).

In §4, we use the same ideas to answer a question of C. Hertling: given a reg-
ular function f : U ! A1 on a smooth a‰ne manifold U of dimension nþ 1, which
has only isolated critical points and has a tame behaviour at infinity (i.e., is cohomo-
logically tame at infinity, cf. [18]), we associate to it the Brieskorn lattice G0 (a
free C½t�1�-module of finite rank); there is also a natural sesquilinear pairing

ĈC ¼ ð�1Þnðnþ1Þ=2

ð2piÞnþ1
P̂P : G0 jS 1 nO

S 1
i�G0 jS1 ! OS 1 , where the conjugation is taken in the usual

sense (the pairing P̂P will be constructed topologically in §4); we then show that ðG0;G0; ĈCÞ
corresponds to a polarized integrable twistor structure of weight 0. The proof is not
obtained by a direct application of the previous results, as the Gauss-Manin system
M ¼H0fþOU does not usually underlie, generically on A1, a variation of polarized Hodge
structure (because f is not proper-and-smooth). It underlies a mixed Hodge module in the
sense of M. Saito [25]. The basic idea is that, under the tameness assumption on f , this mod-
ule di¤ers from a module underlying a variation of polarized Hodge structure only by free
C½t�-modules, which vanish after localized Fourier-Laplace transform, so that the object
ðG0;G0; ĈCÞ can also be regarded as associated to a variation of polarized Hodge structure.

When U is a torus ðC�Þnþ1 and f is a convenient nondegenerate Laurent polynomial
with total Milnor number m, one defines on the germ ðCm; 0Þ, regarded as the parameter
space of a universal unfolding of f , a canonical Frobenius structure (cf. [10]). A conse-
quence of the theorem for f is to endow ðCm; 0Þ with a positive definite Hermitian metric,
satisfying a set of compatibility properties with the Frobenius structure. This is called a
tt�-structure in [11]. Let us notice that, compared to computations made for germs of holo-
morphic functions in loc. cit., the Hermitian form in the case of a Laurent polynomial is
positive definite.

Acknowledgements. The results of this article were motivated by many discussions
with Claus Hertling, who also carefully read a first version of it. I thank him for all.

The referee pointed out mistakes in [22] and in [21]. While that of [22] is easily cor-
rected, that in [21] needs a detailed correction, which is given in the erratum to [21]. I grate-
fully thank the referee for his careful reading of [22] and [21], as well as for providing me
with a key argument in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1 in [21].

1. The basic correspondence

1.a. Fourier-Laplace transform and sesquilinear pairings.

Conjugation. Let X be a complex manifold, with structure sheaf OX , and let XR de-
note the underlying Cy manifold. We denote by X the manifold XR equipped with the
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structure sheaf OX :¼ OX . The conjugation makes OX an OX -module and defines a functor,
that we call ‘‘conjugation’’, from OX -modules to OX -modules.

Given any OX -module F, its conjugate OX nOX
F is denoted by F: it is an OX -

module. If ‘ is a flat connection on F, then ‘ is a flat connection on F and ker‘ is the
local system conjugate to ker‘ (corresponding to the conjugate representation of the fun-
damental group).

Similarly, the notion of conjugation is well-defined for DX -modules.

Sesquilinear pairings. A sesquilinear pairing on D-modules M 0, M 00 is a DX nC DX -
linear morphism M 0nCM 00 ! DbX (the sheaf of distributions on XR).

In dimension one, we will also use an a‰ne version of it: let C½t�hqti be the Weyl al-
gebra of the variable t and let S 0ðA1Þ be the Schwartz space of temperate distributions on
the complex line. If M 0, M 00 are C½t�hqti-modules, we will consider sesquilinear pairings
M 0nC M 00 !S 0ðA1Þ.

If M 0 ¼M 00 ¼: M, we say that a sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ is Her-

mitian if kðm; nÞ ¼ kðn;mÞ for any m; n A M (and a similar definition for the sheaf-theoretic
analogue).

The sesquilinearity of k allows one to extend k as a sesquilinear pairing from the bi-
complex DRanM 0an nC DRanM 00an into the d 0, d 00 bicomplex of currents on A1 (we forget
here the behaviour at infinity). As this complex is a resolution of the constant sheaf, one
obtains a morphism kB in the derived category2)

kB : DRanM 0an nC DRanM 00an ! CA1an :

If we use the notation pDR (resp. pC) to denote the de Rham complex (resp. the constant
sheaf ) shifted by the dimension of the underlying manifold, this can also be written as

kB : pDRanM 0an nC
pDRanM 00an ! pCA1an ½1�:ð1:1Þ

Laplace transform of a C[t]hqti-module. If M is a C½t�hqti-module, we denote by
M̂M its Laplace transform: this is the C-vector space M equipped with the following struc-
ture of C½t�hqti-module: t acts as qt and qt acts as �t. Given a C½t�hqti-module N, we
denote by i�N (recall that i denotes the involution t 7! �t) the C-vector space N equipped
with the following structure of C½t�hqti-module: t acts by �t and qt acts by �qt.

The Laplace transform can be obtained in a sheaf theoretic way. We will work on P1

and we denote by OP1ð�yÞ the sheaf of meromorphic functions on P1 having pole at most
at infinity, so that G

�
P1;OP1ð�yÞ

�
¼ C½t�.

We denote by ð�yÞ the e¤ect of tensoring (over OP1 ) with OP1ð�yÞ and we call this
operation ‘‘localization away from infinity’’. In particular DP1ð�yÞ denotes the sheaf of
analytic di¤erential operators localized away from infinity. To a C½t�hqti-module M is as-

2) The index B is for ‘‘Betti’’.
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sociated a DP1ð�yÞ-module M ð�yÞ, that we usually consider as a DP1 -module. Recall
that, if M is holonomic, then Mð�yÞ is DP1 -holonomic. For such an M, let us denote
by pþMð�yÞ its inverse image on P1 � ÂA1 (corresponding to C½t�nC M ). Let us also de-
note by E�tt the free rank-one OP1�ÂA1ð�yÞ-module with the connection induced by
d � t dt� t dt. In the following, we will use the notation pþMð�yÞE�tt for the DP1�ÂA1 -
module pþMð�yÞnO

P1�ÂA1
E�tt, that is, the OP1�ÂA1 -module p�Mð�yÞ with connection

twisted by e�tt. Then

M̂M ¼ qþ
�

pþM ð�yÞE�tt
�
;ð1:2Þ

where q is the projection to ÂA1 (see e.g., [15]).

Fourier transform of a sesquilinear pairing. The Fourier transform Ft with kernel

expðtt� ttÞ i

2p
dt5dt is an isomorphism between S 0ðA1Þ (t-plane) and S 0ðÂA1Þ (t-plane).

Given a 2-form c in the Schwartz space SðÂA1Þ (i.e., c ¼ wðtÞ dt5dt where w is Cy,
rapidly decaying as well as all its derivatives when t!y), we set, for u A S 0ðA1Þ,

hFtu;ci :¼ u;Ftc
i

2p
dt5dt

� �
; with Ftc ¼

Ð
ett�tt c:

(Recall that Ftc belongs to SðA1Þ.) If k : M 0nC M 00 !S 0ðA1Þ is a sesquilinear pairing,
we denote by Ftk the composition Ft � k of k with the Fourier transform of temperate dis-
tributions. Then Ftk becomes a sesquilinear pairing

Ftk : cM 0M 0nC iþdM 00M 00 !S 0ðÂA1Þ

(the iþ is needed as we use the kernel ett for the Laplace transform of M 00, not e�tt). Let us
notice that, at this stage, k can be recovered from Ftk by composing with the inverse Four-
ier transform.

The case of holonomic C[t]hqti-modules with regular singularity at infinity. Let us
now assume that M 0, M 00 are holonomic C½t�hqti-modules which have a regular singularity
at infinity. Then cM 0M 0; dM 00M 00 have singularities at t ¼ 0 and t ¼y only. Denote by V̂V 0; V̂V 00 the

holomorphic vector bundles with connection ‘̂‘ obtained by restricting cM 0M 0, dM 00M 00 to t3 0,

and by V̂V 0, V̂V 00 the corresponding local systems ker ‘̂‘.

The sesquilinear pairing Ftk induces a sesquilinear pairing

Ftk : V̂V 0nC iþV̂V 00 ! Cy
ft30g;ð1:3Þ

the datum of which is equivalent to that of a sesquilinear pairing of local systems

ðFtkÞB : V̂V 0nC i�1V̂V 00 ! Cft30g;ð1:4Þ

and, denoting by S1 the circle jtj ¼ 1, it is equivalent to the datum of a sesquilinear pairing

ðFtkÞB : V̂V 0
jS1 nC i�1V̂V 00

jS1 ! CS1 :ð1:5Þ
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Examples 1.6. (i) Let us first assume that M 0 ¼M 00 ¼M is equal to C½t�hqti=ðt� cÞ
for some c A C. Denote by m the class of 1 in M and by dc the distribution which satisfies,

for any Cy function j, the equality dc; j
i

2p
dt5dt

� �
¼ jðcÞ. Then, up to a constant, we

have kðm;mÞ ¼ dc and Ftkðm;mÞ ¼ ect�ct.

(ii) Let us now assume that M 0 ¼M 00 ¼M is equal to C½t�hqti=ðtqt � aÞ for some
a A ��1; 0½. Denote by m the class of 1 in M. Then, up to a constant, kðm;mÞ ¼ jtj2a and

Ftkðm;mÞ ¼ Gðaþ 1Þ
Gð�aÞ jtj

�2ðaþ1Þ.

Computation using direct images. In order to compare with the topological Fourier
transform (see below), it will be convenient to have another formulation of the Fourier
transform. Recall that M̂M can be regarded as qþðpþM nE�ttÞ (see the diagram below for
the notation p, q), that is, the cokernel of the injective morphism

C½t�nC M ���!‘t�t dt
C½t�nC M n dt

[where ‘t is the connection relative to t only] via the map
P

t imi dt 7!
P

i

ðqtÞ imi A M, and

the action of qt is induced by that of qt � t on C½t�nC M. We consider the pairing

�P
i

t im 0i

�
dtn

�P
j

t jm 00j

�
dtð1:7Þ

7!
�
SðÂA1Þð1;1Þ C c 7!

P
i; j

hkðm 0i ;m 00j Þ;Ftðt it jcÞ dt5dti

	
:

Let us notice that it vanishes if one of the terms belongs to Imðqt � tÞ, hence naturally de-
fines a sesquilinear pairing between the cokernels of qt � t with values in S 0ðÂA1Þ, that we

denote by k̂k. The following is then clear:

Lemma 1.8. We have Ftk ¼
i

2p
k̂k. r

1.b. Topological Fourier-Laplace transform and sesquilinear pairings. With the sup-
plementary assumption that M 0, M 00 have regular singularity everywhere, the sesquilinear
pairing k̂kB ¼ �2piðFtkÞB can be obtained from kB (defined by (1.1)) in a topological way.
We will explain here the relationship between these pairings.

Definition of the topological Laplace transform of sheaves. In this paragraph, we use

the analytic topology of A1, P1 or ÂA1, so we do not indicate it by the exponent ‘an’. Al-
though the following construction holds over ÂA1, we only use it (and therefore explain it)
out of t ¼ 0, that is, over ÂA1�.

We denote by l the open inclusion A1 ,! P1 or A1 � ÂA1� ,! P1 � ÂA1� (and, as
above, we have j : P1nP ,! A1). Let e : ~PP1 ! P1 be the real oriented blowing-up of
y A P1 (~PP1 is topologically a disc). We also denote by e the induced map
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~PP1 � ÂA1� ! P1 � ÂA1� and we denote by L 0þH e�1ðyÞFS1 � ÂA1� the closed subset
Reðtei arg tÞf 0 and by L 0� its complement in ~PP1 � ÂA1�. We will consider the commutative
diagram

~ll

A1 � ÂA1� K��!a 0 L 0� K��!b 0 ~PP1 � ÂA1�???ye

P1 � ÂA1�

P1 ÂA1�:

 �������
������L

 ���
����

������������! �������!  �����
��

l

~pp ~qq

p q

Let G be a complex of sheaves on A1. Recall (see e.g., [15]) that the topological Lap-
lace transform of G with kernel e�tt (restricted to ÂA1�) is the complex

ĜG :¼ R~qq�½b 0!Ra 0�p�1G�½1�;

where we still denote by p the projection A1 � ÂA1� ! A1. This definition can be simplified
if we assume that G is a constructible sheaf: then G is a local system near y, and we have
Ra 0�p�1G ¼ a 0�p�1G. Moreover, b 0!a

0
�p�1G commutes with the restriction to to A ÂA1�, that

is, denoting by L 0�to
the intersection L 0�X ~PP1 � ftog and by a 0to

, b 0to
the corresponding in-

clusions, we have ðb 0!a 0�p�1GÞj~PP1�ftog ¼ b 0to; !
a 0to;�G. By base change for a proper morphism,

we then have

H jĜGto
¼ R jþ1~qq�½b 0!Ra 0�p�1G�to

¼ H jþ1ð~PP1; b 0to!
a 0to�GÞ:

If Fto
denotes the family of closed sets of A1, the closure of which in ~PP1 does not cut L 0þto

,
we have by definition

H jþ1ð~PP1; b 0to!
a 0to�GÞ ¼ H

jþ1
Fto
ðA1;GÞ:

Let us now assume that G is a C-perverse sheaf.3) Then H jþ1ð~PP1; b 0to!
a 0to�GÞ ¼ 0 for

j 3�1.4) In other words, the complex ĜG has cohomology in degree �1 only. Up to a shift
by �1, it is a local system on ÂA1� with fiber at to equal to H 0

Fto
ðA1;GÞ. Hence ĜG is a

smooth perverse sheaf on ÂA1�.

The Laplace transform with kernel ett is defined similarly, using L 00G obtained with
Reðtei arg tÞe 0, by replacing a 0, b 0 with a 00, b 00.

Let us notice that L 0�XL 00� ¼ A1 � ÂA1�.

3) We refer for instance to [8] for basic results on perverse sheaves; recall that the constant sheaf supported

at one point is perverse, and a local system shifted by one is perverse, see e.g., [8], Ex. 5.2.23. Let us notice that, in

this paragraph and in the next one, one can work with Q-perverse sheaves.

4) This can be proved as follows: using the structure theorem for perverse sheaves on A1, one reduces to

the case of a sheaf supported on some pj (trivial), and to the case of j�V½1�, where V is a local system on

A1nfp1; . . . ; prg; clearly, there is no H 0
Fto
ðA1; j�VÞ and, by duality, there is no H 2

Fto
ðA1; j�VÞ.
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Topological Fourier transform of a sesquilinear pairing. Let G 0, G 00 be C-perverse
sheaves on A1. Recall that we denote by pC the constant sheaf shifted by the dimension
of the underlying manifold.

Let us assume that we are given a morphism (in the derived category of bounded
complexes with constructible cohomology) kB : G 0nC G 00 ! pCP1 ½1�. We then get a mor-
phism

b 0!a
0
�p�1G 0nC b 00! a

00
� p�1G 00 ! ~ll!

pCA1�ÂA1� :ð1:9Þ

For any to A ÂA1�, we obtain a sesquilinear pairing

ckBkBto
: H 0

Fto
ðA1;G 0ÞnC H 0

F�to
ðA1;G 00Þ ! H 2

c ðA1;CÞFCð1:10Þ

using that a closed set in A1 is both in Fto
and F�to

i¤ it is compact. This pairing defines a
sesquilinear pairing at the sheaf level between local systems:

ckBkB : cG 0G 0jS1 ½�1�nC i�1cG 00G 00jS1 ½�1� ! CS1 :ð1:11Þ

Computation of F̂F. We keep notation as above and we set M ¼M 0;M 00 and
F ¼ DRanM½1�, which is a C-perverse sheaf, if DR denotes the usual de Rham functor.
Let us assume that we are given a sesquilinear pairing k. In order to compare ckBkB and k̂kB,
we need to consider a space where both pairings are defined simultaneously, and to sheafify
the construction of k̂k on this space. We will work on ~PP1 � ÂA1�.

Let us first recall the natural identification of local systems on ÂA1�

F̂F½�1�F V̂V;ð1:12Þ

when M has a regular singularity at infinity. We have

V̂V ¼ DRanðM̂M jt30Þ ¼ DRanðV̂V ; ‘̂‘Þ:

By restricting (1.2) to t3 0, we find M̂M jt30 ¼ qþ
�

pþMð�yÞE�tt
�
, and we have, as q

is proper (so that we can use GAGA relative to P1),

V̂V ¼ Rq�
�
DRan

�
pþM ð�yÞE�tt

��
½1�:ð1:13Þ

If A is a subset of ~PP1 � ÂA1�, we denote by A� its intersection with A1 � ÂA1�. Let K be
a compact set in ~PP1 � ÂA1� and let j be a Cy function on A1 � ÂA1� supported in K �. One
sets

NpðjÞ ¼
P

kep
jajep

k jtj2kqajkLy ;

where a is a multi-index indicating derivations with respect to t, t, t, t.

In order to give a realization of the complex (1.13), we introduce the following
sheaves on ~PP1 � ÂA1�. We will not distinguish between distributions and currents, by fixing

the volume forms
i

2p
dt5dt and

i

2p
dt5dt.
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– The sheaf E<0
~PP1�ÂA1�; c

(Cy functions on A1 � ÂA1� with compact support in ~PP1 � ÂA1�,

with rapid decay, as well as all their derivatives, along e�1ðyÞ): for any open set
U H ~PP1 � ÂA1� and any compact set K HU , j A E<0

~PP1�ÂA1�;K
ðUÞ i¤ j A CyðU �Þ has support

in K � and, for any p A N, NpðjÞ < þy.

– The sheaf Emod
~PP1�ÂA1� (Cy functions on A1 � ÂA1� having moderate growth, as well as

all their derivatives, along e�1ðyÞ): a section j A Emod
~PP1�ÂA1�ðUÞ is a Cy function on U � such

that, for any compact set K HU and any p A N, there exists an integer N ¼ NðK ; pÞ such

that k jtj�2NjkC p;K < þy.

– The sheaf Emod
~PP1�ÂA1�; c

: same as above, with compact support. So j has support in
some K and for any p there exists N ¼ NðpÞ such that k jtj�2NjkC p < þy.

– The sheaf Emod;an
~PP1�ÂA1� : the subsheaf of Emod

~PP1�ÂA1� of functions which are holomorphic

with respect to the t variable (i.e., killed by qt). Using a Cauchy-type argument with respect
to t, it is enough, to control the moderate growth of the derivatives with respect to t, t.

– The sheaf Amod
~PP1�ÂA1� : the subsheaf of Emod

~PP1�ÂA1� of functions which are holomorphic on
A1 � ÂA1�. Using a Cauchy-type argument, it is enough to control the moderate growth of
the function itself, not its derivatives.

– The sheaf Dbmod
~PP1�ÂA1� : for any open set U of ~PP1 � ÂA1�, the space DbmodðUÞ is the

space of linear forms on E<0
~PP1�ÂA1�; c

ðUÞ such that, for any compact set K HU , there exists
p A N and C f 0 such that, for any j A E<0

~PP1�ÂA1�;K
ðUÞ, one has jhu; jijeCNpðjÞ.

– The sheaf Db<0
~PP1�ÂA1� : for any open set U of ~PP1 � ÂA1�, the space Db<0ðUÞ is the

space of linear forms on Emod
~PP1�ÂA1�; c

ðUÞ such that, for any compact set K HU and for any
integer N f 0, there exists an integer p ¼ pðK ;NÞf 0 and a number C ¼ CðK ;NÞ > 0
such that, for any j A Emod

K ðUÞ, one has jhu; jtj2NjijeCkjkC p . Let us notice that
Db<0ðUÞHDbðUÞ.

Proposition 1.14. The previous sheaves are stable by the derivations qt, qt, qt, qt.

Moreover:

(i) We have e�A
mod
~PP1�ÂA1� ¼ OP1�ÂA1�ð�yÞ and R je�A

mod
~PP1�ÂA1� ¼ 0 for j f 1.

(ii) The Dolbeault complex E
mod;an; ð0;�Þ
~PP1�ÂA1� is a resolution of Amod

~PP1�ÂA1� , that is,

qt : E
mod;an
~PP1�ÂA1� ! Emod;an

~PP1�ÂA1� is onto and its kernel is Amod
~PP1�ÂA1� .

(iii) The complexes DRDbmod
~PP1�ÂA1� and DRDb<0

~PP1�ÂA1� are resolutions of C~PP1�ÂA1� and
~ll!CA1�ÂA1� respectively.

[Let us notice that the moderate Dolbeault complex can be computed with qt because,
if t 0 is a local coordinate on P1 at y, we have q

t 0 ¼ �t 2qt, and multiplication by t is an
isomorphism on Emod;an

~PP1�ÂA1� .]

Indication of proof. For the first point, see e.g., [19], Cor. II.1.1.8. The second point
is analogous to Prop. II.1.1.7 in loc. cit., as well as the third point. r
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We can compute (1.13) at the level of ~PP1: by the projection formula and Lemma
1.14(i), the right-hand term of (1.13) is isomorphic to

R~qq�
�
DRmod

�
pþMð�yÞE�tt

��
½1�;

where DRmod is the de Rham complex of

Amod
~PP1�ÂA1� ne�1O~PP1�ÂA1� e

�1½pþMð�yÞE�tt�:

Lemma 1.15. The complex DRmod
�

pþMð�yÞE�tt
�
½1� is a resolution of b 0!a

0
�p�1F.

Proof. Analogous to [15], Appendix A. r

The identification (1.12) is obtained by using Lemma 1.15:

R~qq�
�
DRmod

�
pþMð�yÞE�tt

��
½1� ¼ R~qq�ðb 0!a 0�p�1FÞ ¼ F̂F½�1�:ð1:16Þ

Using Dolbeault Lemma 1.14(ii), the ~qq�-acyclicity of Emod;an

P1�ÂA1� and the OP1�ÂA1�-flatness
of pþMð�yÞE�tt near fyg � ÂA1�, we find that the previous complex is

~qq�
�
Emod;an;1þ�

~PP1�ÂA1� ne�1O~PP1�ÂA1� e
�1½pþMð�yÞE�tt�

�
:ð1:17Þ

Comparison with the analytic Fourier transform.

Proposition 1.18. Under the identification (1.12) (and its complex conjugate for

iþM̂M 00), we have ckBkB ¼ k̂kB.

Proof. We will sheafify below the construction of k̂k. Let us begin with a basic fact.
Let h ¼ wðt; tÞ dt5dt be a 2-form, with w A Emod

c ð~PP1 � ÂA1�Þ having support in K . We de-
note by FtðhÞ ¼

Ð
ÂA1

ett�tth its Fourier transform relative to t. It is a function of t.

Lemma 1.19. With these assumptions, for all integers pf 0 and N f 0, there exist

q ¼ qðK; p;NÞ A N and C ¼ CðK; p;NÞ > 0 such that

Np

�
FtðhÞ

�
eCk jtj�2NwkC pþq :

Proof. This is a variant of the fact that t 7!
Ð
ÂA1

ett�ttcðtÞ is in the Schwartz class
when c has compact support. r

Lemma 1.20. Let U be an open set of ~PP1, ÛU be an open set of ÂA1� and u be a

moderate distribution on U (relative to e�1ðyÞXU ). Then the correspondence

Emod
c ðU � ÛUÞ dt5dt C h 7! hu;FtðhÞi defines an element of Db<0ðU � ÛUÞ.

Proof. As u is moderate, for any compact set L of U there exist p and a constant

C > 0 such that, for any function j A E<0
L ðUÞ, one has





 u; j
i

2p
dt5dt

� �



eCNpðjÞ. One

can take j ¼ FtðhÞ and L ¼ projection of K; j has rapid decay, as well as all its derivatives,
after the previous lemma, and one gets, for any N f 0,
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jhu;FtðhÞijeC 0ðK; p;NÞk jtj�2NwkC pþ2N : r

The sesquilinear pairing k : M 0nM 00 !S 0ðA1Þ can be sheafified to give a

pairing k : M 0ð�yÞnM 00ð�yÞ ! Dbmod
P1 . For any a; b A f0; 1; 2g, we define a pairingfkBkB between sections of Amod

~PP1�ÂA1� n e�1½Wa
P1�ÂA1� n pþM 0ð�yÞE�tt� and sections of

Amod
~PP1�ÂA1� n e�1½Wb

P1�ÂA1� n pþM 00ð�yÞE tt� with values in the sheaf of aþ b-currents

Db
<0;aþb
~PP1�ÂA1� by setting, for any 4� ðaþ bÞ-form h with coe‰cients in Emod

~PP1�ÂA1�; c
with support

in the open set where the sections are defined,

�fkBkB

�P
i

c 0i nm 0i ;
P

j

c 00j nm 00j

�
; h

�
¼

P
i; j

�
kðm 0i ;m 00j Þ;

Ð
ÂA1�

ett�ttc 0i5c 00j 5h

�
:

We note that the right-hand term is meaningful because of Lemma 1.20.

Lemma 1.21. The pairing fkBkB induces a pairing of bicomplexes

DRmod
�

pþM 0ð�yÞE�tt
�
nC DRmod

�
pþM 00ð�yÞE tt

�
! Db

<0; ð�;�Þ
~PP1�ÂA1�

and induces (1.9), as obtained from (1.1), at the level of the associated simple complexes.

Sketch of proof. The first point follows from the sesquilinearity of k. By Lemma

1.15, the left-hand term is a resolution of b 0!a
0
�p�1F 0½�1�nC b 00! a

00
� p�1F 00½�1�, and by Pro-

position 1.14(iii), the right-hand term is a resolution of ~ll!CA1�ÂA1� . As, in any case, the mor-
phism induced by fkBkB coincides with (1.9) along e�1ðyÞ (where both are zero), it is enough
to show the coincidence locally on A1 � ÂA1�, where the result is standard. r

In order to compute analytically the pairing ckBkB, we resolve the de Rham complexes
above with coe‰cients in Amod

~PP1�ÂA1� by Cy de Rham complexes with coe‰cients in Emod;an
~PP1�ÂA1�

in order to get ~qq-acyclicity. Then, ckBkB is obtained by applying ~qq� to the pairing�
Emod;an;1

~PP1�ÂA1� ne�1O~PP1�ÂA1� e
�1½pþM 0ð�yÞE�tt�

�
ð1:22Þ

n
�
Emod;an;1

~PP1�ÂA1� ne�1O~PP1�ÂA1� e
�1½pþM 00ð�yÞE tt�

�
!
ekB

Db
<0; ð1;1Þ
~PP1�ÂA1� :

Comparing then to (1.7), we get the assertion of Proposition 1.18. r

1.c. Twistor conjugation and twistor sesquilinear pairings. We now work on the pro-
jective line P1 equipped with two a‰ne charts W0 and Wy, and we denote by z (resp. z 0) the
coordinate in the chart W0 (resp. Wy) with z 0 ¼ 1=z.

Twistor conjugation. In this setting, we denote by c the conjugation functor consid-
ered in §1.a and, if s : P1 ! cP1 or cP1 ! P1 is the map5) z 7! �1=cðzÞ or cðzÞ 7! �1=z,
we denote by the functor s�c. We call it the geometric or twistor conjugation functor.

5) Where we use the notation c for the usual map sending a complex number to its conjugate, not to be

confused with the conjugation functor or the conjugation morphism, also denoted by c.
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For instance, if H is an OW0
-module, then H is an OWy-module.

In the following, we denote by S the circle jzj ¼ 1 and by OS the sheaf-theoretic re-
striction OW0jS (which can be identified with the sheaf of complex valued real-analytic func-
tions on S).

Twistor sesquilinear pairing and objects of R-Triples(pt). Let H 0, H 00 be two OW0
-

modules. A (twistor) sesquilinear pairing between these modules will be by definition an
OS-linear morphism

C : H 0
jS nOS

H 00
jS ! OS:

In [22], §2.1.b, we have denoted by R-Triples(pt) the category of such triples ðH 0;H 00;CÞ.

We say that such a triple is integrable if H 0, H 00 are equipped with a meromorphic
connection having a pole of order at most 2 at z ¼ 0 and no other pole (i.e., if they are
equipped with an action of z2qz) and if the sesquilinear pairing C satisfies

zqzCðm 0;m 00Þ ¼ Cðzqzm 0;m 00Þ � Cðm 0; zqzm 00Þ;ð1:23Þ

where the action of zqz on HjS is defined as that of z�1 � z2qz, and the action of zqz on OS is
the natural one. We denote by R int-Triples(pt) the category of integrable triples.

Denote by L 0HH 0
jz30, L 00HH 00

jz30 the local systems ker z2qz. The local system at-
tached to H 00 on z3 0 is then s�1cL 00. Let us notice that, when restricted to S, s is equal
to i (introduced in §1.a) and that, when restricted to the local systems, the sesquilinear pair-
ing C takes values in the constant sheaf CS HOS defined as ker zqz. Therefore, the sesqui-
linear pairing of an object of R int-Triples(pt) is determined by the C-linear morphism (its
restriction to horizontal sections):

C : L 0
jS nC i�1cL 00

jS ! CS:ð1:24Þ

Polarized twistor structures of weight 0. Let H 0, H 00 be two vector bundles (of the
same rank) on W0. We say that the object ðH 0;H 00;CÞ of R-Triples(pt) is a twistor struc-

ture of weight 0 if C defines a gluing between H 04 (dual bundle) and H 00 (in other words, C

is nondegenerate) and if the resulting vector bundle on P1 is trivial (as we assume that the
weight is 0).

A polarization is then an isomorphism (that we usually assume to be the identity) be-
tween H 0 and H 00 (cf. [22], §2.1.c) such that, if we set H ¼H 0 ¼H 00, the sesquilinear
pairing C : HjS nOS

HjS ! OS is Hermitian (i.e., Cðm; mÞ ¼ Cðm;mÞ for local sections m of
HjS and m of s�1HjS) and positive definite, i.e., there exists a C-vector space H HGðW0;HÞ
such that

– H ¼ OW0
nC H,

– C sends H nC H to CHGðS;OSÞ (hence induces a Hermitian form in the usual
sense on H),

– and is positive definite as such.
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Twistorization. We will often use the following procedure, that we call twistoriza-

tion, which replaces a usual sesquilinear pairing as in §1.a with a twistor sesquilinear
pairing.

We consider the a‰ne line with coordinate y. Let us assume that we are given a free
C½y�-module G0 of finite rank, equipped with a connection ‘ having Poincaré rank one at
the origin (i.e., a pole of order two) and no other pole. We do not make any assumption on
the behaviour of the connection at infinity, that will be lost anyway. Let us also assume that
G :¼ C½y; y�1�nC½y�G0 is equipped with a sesquilinear pairing s : Gan nOC� i

þGan ! Cy
C� as

in (1.3), compatible with the connection.

Definition 1.25 (Twistorization). The twistorization ðG;G;CÞ of the data ðG0;‘; sÞ is
the following object of R int-Triples(pt):

– G ¼ Gan
0 , equipped with ‘an (the analytization of ðG0;‘Þ), and the variable y is re-

named as z;

– the twistor sesquilinear pairing C : GjS nOS
GjS ! OS (where G is the twistor conju-

gate of G) is obtained from (1.24), where we take for L 0 ¼L 00 the local system ker‘an and
for C the restriction of s to this local system, when restricted to S ¼ fjzj ¼ 1g.

We equip this object with the sesquilinear duality S ¼ ðIdH; IdHÞ.

1.d. Fourier-Laplace transform of a filtered C[t]hqti-module with a sesquilinear pair-

ing. In this paragraph we associate to any holonomic C½t�hqti-module M equipped with a
good filtration F�M and a sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ an object ðG0;‘; sÞ
as in Definition 1.25, in order, through the twistorization, to get an object ðH;H; ĈCÞ of
R int-Triples(pt). Let us note that ðGan;‘; sÞ has yet be obtained in (1.3), and we are left
to define G0.

Saturation of lattice in a holonomic C[t]hqti-module. Let M be a holonomic
C½t�hqti-module and let L be a lattice of M, that is, LHM is a C½t�-submodule of finite
type and M ¼ C½qt� � L (notice that the generic rank of L as a C½t�-module may be strictly
smaller than that of M ). We set G :¼M½q�1

t � ¼ C½t�hqt; q
�1
t inC½t�hqti M (it is known that

G is also holonomic as a C½t�hqti-module) and we denote by clocloc : M ! G the natural mor-
phism (the kernel and cokernel of which are isomorphic to powers of C½t� with its natural
structure of left C½t�hqti-module). Let us set

G
ðLÞ
0 ¼

P
jf0

q�j
t

cloclocðLÞ:ð1:26Þ

This is a C½q�1
t �-submodule of G. Moreover, because of the relation ½t; q�1

t � ¼ ðq
�1
t Þ

2, it is
naturally equipped with an action of C½t�. If M has a regular singularity at infinity, then
G
ðLÞ
0 has finite type over C½q�1

t � (cf. [20], Th. V.2.7).

For any lf 0, we set Ll ¼ Lþ � � � þ ql
t L. We also have

G
ðLÞ
0 ¼

P
jf0

q�j
t

cloclocðLjÞ ¼
S

jf0

q�j
t

cloclocðLjÞ:

Moreover, for any l A Z, let us define G
ðLÞ
l as ql

t G
ðLÞ
0 HG. Then we have, for any lf 0,
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G
ðLÞ
l ¼

P
jf0

q�j
t

cloclocðLlÞ ¼
P
jf0

q�j
t

cloclocðLlþjÞ;ð1:27Þ

and therefore G ¼ C½qt� � GðLÞ0 (and thus G ¼ C½qt� � GðLÞl for any l A Z).

The case of a filtered C[t]hqti-module. Let us now assume that ðM;F�MÞ is a
C½t�hqti-module equipped with a good filtration. Let p0 A Z. We say that F�M is generated

by Fp0
M if, for any lf 0, we have Fp0þlM ¼ Fp0

M þ � � � þ ql
t Fp0

M. In other words, set-
ting L ¼ Fp0

M, L is a lattice and Fp0þlM ¼ Ll for any lf 0. We notice that the C½q�1
t �-

module G
ðFp0
Þ

�p0 ¼ q�p0
t G

ðFp0
Þ

0 does not depend on the choice of the index p0, provided that
the generating assumption is satisfied. Indeed, setting L 0 ¼ Fp0þ1M ¼ L1, we have

G
ðL0Þ
0 ¼ qtG

ðLÞ
0 ¼ G

ðLÞ
1 by (1.27), hence G

ðFp0þ1Þ
�ðp0þ1Þ ¼ G

ðFp0
Þ

�p0 . We thus set

G
ðF�Þ
0 ¼ G

ðFp0
Þ

�p0 for some ðor anyÞ index p0 of generation:ð1:28Þ

If we also set y ¼ q�1
t , then G

ðF�Þ
0 is a free C½y�-module which satisfies

G ¼ C½y; y�1�nC½y�G
ðF�Þ
0 and which is stable by the action of y2qy ¼ t.

Definition 1.29 (The basic correspondence). If ðM;F�M; kÞ consists of

– a holonomic C½t�hqti-module M which is regular at y,

– a good filtration F�M of M,

– a sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ,

we associate to such data an object ðH;H; ĈCÞ of R int-Triples(pt) by using the twistoriza-
tion process of Definition 1.25 applied to the filtered Laplace transform of ðM;F�MÞ:

– we set H ¼ G
ðF�Þ;an
0 (the analytization of the object defined by (1.28)), by renaming

z the variable y ¼ t�1 ¼ q�1
t , and we define the action of z2qz as being that of t,

– the sesquilinear pairing (1.5) induced by Ftk is now regarded as a sesquilinear pair-
ing (1.24), and therefore defines an integrable sesquilinear pairing ĈC : HjS nOS

HjS ! OS.

Remarks 1.30. (i) In such a correspondence, if k is Hermitian, then so is ĈC.

(ii) If M is assumed to have only regular singularities, then we may replace the datum
of k with that of the topological kB. According to Proposition 1.18 and Lemma 1.8, the

sesquilinear pairing ĈC is induced by
i

2p
ckBkB.

1.e. A criterion for the polarizability of (H,H, ĈC ). In order to understand the basic
construction above, it is useful to associate to ðM;F�M; kÞ an object of R int-TriplesðA1Þ
before taking Fourier-Laplace transform. We will first work algebraically in the coordi-
nates t and z.

The Rees module of a good filtration. Denote by RF M the Rees moduleL
k

FkMzk, where z is a new variable. We have RF M HC½z; z�1�nC M and moreover
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C½z; z�1�nC½z�RF M ¼ C½z; z�1�nC M. This is a C½t; z�hpti-module6) (pt acts as zn qt). It is
integrable, the z2qz-action being the natural one.

We define the conjugate object in a mixed sense: we use the standard conjugation with
respect to the t-variable and the twistor one with respect to the z-variable. In particular,
the conjugate C½z; z�1�nC M is C½z; z�1�nC M with the twistor-conjugate structure of
C½z; z�1�-module.

If k is a sesquilinear pairing on M, then we extend it by C½z; z�1�-linearity as

C : ðC½z; z�1�nC MÞnC½z; z�1� ðC½z; z�1�nC MÞ ! C½z; z�1�nCS 0ðA1Þ:ð1:31Þ

Clearly, C satisfies the integrability condition like (1.23).

Extension to P1 and analytization. Recall that we denote by ð�yÞ the e¤ect of ten-
soring with OP1ð�yÞ. In particular DP1ð�yÞ denotes the sheaf of analytic di¤erential oper-
ators localized away from infinity. We will similarly consider the sheaves RFDP1ð�yÞ (Rees
sheaf of ring associated to the filtration of DP1 by the order of di¤erential operators, local-
ized away from infinity), its subsheaf RFOP1ð�yÞ ¼ C½z�nC OP1ð�yÞ and RP1ð�yÞ (ana-
lytization of RFDP1ð�yÞ with respect to z) as in [22], where we denote by P1 the space
P1 �W0 with its analytic topology.

To M one associates the sheaf Mð�yÞ of DP1ð�yÞ-modules, and to RF M one
associates RFM ð�yÞ. The RP1ð�yÞ-module obtained from RFMð�yÞ by analytiza-
tion with respect to z is now denoted by Mð�yÞ: we have, by definition,
Mð�yÞ ¼ OP1ð�yÞnRFOP1 ð�yÞRFMð�yÞ.

Let DbP1 be the sheaf of distributions on P1. Then S 0ðA1Þ is nothing but the space of
global sections of DbP1ð�yÞ. Formula (1.31) can be sheafified to produce a sesquilinear
pairing

C : Mð�yÞjS nOS
Mð�yÞjS ! DbP1�S=Sð�yÞ;

where DbP1�S=S denotes the sheaf of distributions on P1 � S which are continuous with re-
spect to z A S (see e.g., [22], §0.5).

Main Theorem 1.32. Let M be a regular holonomic C½t�hqti-module equipped with a

good filtration F�M and a sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ. Let us assume that

the associated object
�
Mð�yÞ;Mð�yÞ;C

�
of R int-TriplesðP1Þð�yÞ is the localization

away from y of a polarized regular twistor D-module of weight 0 on P1 with polarization

ðId; IdÞ (cf. [22], Def. 4.1.2 and 4.2.1). Then the object ðH;H; ĈCÞ associated to

ðM;F�M; kÞ is an integrable polarized twistor structure of weight 0 with polarization ðId; IdÞ.

Let us express the result without using the language of twistors when p0 ¼ 0. Denote
by y the variable t�1. Then G0 associated to M0 ¼ F0M is a free C½y�-module of finite rank

6) We denote by C½t; z�hpti the Rees ring associated to the filtration of C½t�hqti by the order of operators,

where we forget the grading; it is the free algebra generated by the polynomial algebras C½t; z� and C½pt� modulo

the relation ½pt; t� ¼ z.
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m, equipped with an action of y2qy, induced by the action of t. Denote by D the closed disc
fjyje 1g. Then, there exists a OðDÞ-basis o ¼ ðo1; . . . ;omÞ of GðD;Gan

0 Þ such that, for any

i; j ¼ 1; . . . ; m, the function S1 C t 7! Ftkðoi;ojÞðtÞ is constant and equal to the Kronecker

symbol dij (where oj is computed in the twistor sense).

Let us notice that the basis o is in general not contained in G0 (which is a natural
C½y�-submodule of GðD;Gan

0 Þ), i.e., cannot be obtained by an algebraic base change from
a basis of G0. In other words, G0 and C½y� � o correspond to distinct algebraic extensions
of Gan

0 . Indeed, on the one hand, the connection qy on G0 has a regular singularity at
y ¼y (as M̂M has a regular singularity at t ¼ 0). On the other hand, the connection qy on
C½y� � o has an irregular singularity at y ¼y as soon as it has an irregular singularity at
y ¼ 0.

Examples 1.33. Let us explain the main theorem in the two elementary examples
1.6.

(i) In Example 1.6(i), we can take F0M ¼ C �m, which generates a good filtration.
We have M̂M ¼ C½t�E�ct, G ¼ C½t; t�1�E�ct, and G0 is the sub C½y�-module generated by
m. We search for o A Gan

0 of the form f ðyÞm. We have Ftkðm;mÞ ¼ ect�ct ¼ ec=y�c=y.
When restricted to jyj ¼ 1, this is written as ecy�c=y. Going to the twistor variable y 7! z,
and using twistor conjugation, this is written as f ðzÞ f ðzÞ with f ðzÞ ¼ ecz. We can then
choose o ¼ e�cym.

(ii) In Example 1.6(ii), m remains a generator of G0 and, as jtj ¼ 1 on S1, we can
take o ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Gð�aÞ=Gðaþ 1Þ

p
m.

2. Proof of the Main Theorem

Let M be a regular holonomic DP1 -module equipped with a good filtration F�M and
a sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M ! DbP1 . All these data can be localized away from y
and, by taking global sections, we obtain ðM;F�M; kÞ as in the Main Theorem.

2.a. The Rees module and its Laplace transform. We consider the Rees module
RFM associated to the filtration F�M , and its analytization (with respect to z) that we de-
note by M. The conjugation is now taken in the usual sense with respect to the variable of
P1 and in the twistor sense with respect to the variable z as in §1.e (cf. [22], §1.5.a).

As in §1.e, we construct a sesquilinear pairing C : MjS nOS
MjS ! DbP1�S=S from k.

Localizing away from y gives the situation considered in §1.e.

The assumption made in the Main Theorem is that there exists ðM ;F�M ; kÞ such that
the object ðM;M;CÞ (equipped with the isomorphism S ¼ ðId; IdÞ) is a polarizable regu-
lar twistor D-module of weight 0.

Then, by [21], Theorem 1 (with its correction in the erratum to [21]), the Fourier-
Laplace transform ðM̂M; M̂M; ĈCÞ of ðM;M;CÞ with polarization ðId; IdÞ is a polarizable reg-
ular twistor D-module of weight 0 on the Fourier plane with variable t, equipped with its
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analytic topology (that is, forgetting the behaviour at t ¼y)7). In particular, its fibre at
t ¼ 1 is a polarizable twistor structure of weight 0.

The proof of the Main Theorem therefore reduces to the identification of this fibre
with the object constructed in §1.d.

2.b. Laplace transform of the Rees module of a good filtration. We keep notation of
§§1.d and 1.e. The Laplace transform dRF MRF M of RF M is by definition the C½z�-module RF M

equipped with the action of C½t; z�hpti where t acts as pt and pt as �t.

Lemma 2.1. The localized Laplace transform C½t; t�1; z�nC½t; z� dRF MRF M with its natural

C½t; t�1; z�hpti-structure is isomorphic to C½t; t�1�nC G
ðF�Þ
0 equipped with the following

structure:

– the C½t; t�1�-structure is the natural one;

– the multiplication by z is given by z � ðtl n gÞ ¼ tlþ1 n ðq�1
t gÞ, i.e., z � ¼ ðtn q�1

t Þ;

– the action of pt is given by ptðtl n gÞ ¼ tl n ½ðlq�1
t � tÞg�, i.e.,

pt � ¼ z � ðqtn 1Þ � 1n t ¼ tqtn q�1
t � 1n t:

We see in particular that the fibre of dRF MRF M at t ¼ 1 is nothing but G
ðF�Þ
0 with the C½z�

action defined by z � g ¼ q�1
t g.

Proof. By definition, dRF MRF M is included in C½z; z�1�nC M, and the action of t is in-
duced by zn qt. By localization we thus have

C½t; t�1�nC½t� ðC½z; z�1�nC MÞ ¼ C½z; z�1�nC M½q�1
t �;

where t still acts as zn qt. The localized module C½t; t�1; z�nC½t; z� dRF MRF M is therefore equal

to the submodule of C½z; z�1�nC M½q�1
t � generated by the t�j cloclocð dRF MRF MÞ for j f 0. The

coe‰cient of zl can be written as
P
jf0

ðq�1
t Þ

j cloclocðFlþjÞ. If p0 is a generating index, this is

nothing but ql
t G

Fp0�p0 for any l A Z (for lf p0 use (1.27), and for l < p0, use also that, for

any k A Z, we have clocloc Fk H q�1
t

clocloc Fkþ1 because qtFk HFkþ1). The localized Rees module
can now be written as

L
l AZ
ðql

t G
ðF�Þ
0 Þzl, and the correspondence tln g 7! ql

t gzl induces

an isomorphism C½t; t�1�nC G
ðF�Þ
0 !

L
l AZ
ðql

t G
ðF�Þ
0 Þzl. One checks that the action of

C½t; t�1; z�hpti corresponds to that given in the lemma. r

Remark 2.2 (Integrability). As RF M is naturally equipped with an action of
z2qzðmlz

l 7! lmlz
lþ1Þ, its Laplace transform dRF MRF M is equipped with the twisted action

mlz
l 7! lmlz

lþ1 þ pttmlz
l ¼ ðqttþ lÞmlz

lþ1;

7) More precisely, the proof in [21] is given when the twistor object ðM;M;CÞ is simple and supported on

P1; the case when it is supported on a point is easy, as it reduces to Example 1.33(i).
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in order to understand this action, recall that dRF MRF M can be regarded as the cokernel of the
map

ett=z � pt � e�tt=z : C½t�nC RF M ! C½t�nC RF M;

the action of pt, resp. z2qz, on this cokernel is induced by that of ett=z � pt � e�tt=z, resp.
ett=z2qz � e�tt=z; the latter is written as z2qz þ tt and is translated by the formula above.
The localized Laplace transform also has such an action. On the model C½t; t�1�nC G

ðF�Þ
0 ,

where the multiplication by z is given by the action of tn q�1
t , the action of z2qz is given by

that of tn t.

We thus see that the fibre of dRF MRF M at t ¼ 1, as a C½z�hz2qzi-module, is identified with
G
ðF�Þ
0 with its natural structure of C½y�hy2qyi-module (recall that we set y ¼ q�1

t , y2qy ¼ t):
z acts as y and z2qz as y2qy.

At this stage, we have identified the fibre at t ¼ 1 of M̂M (analytization of dRF MRF M ) with
its z2qz-action, with G

ðF�Þ;an
0 (analytization of G

ðF�Þ
0 with respect to y) with its y2qy-action.

2.c. Identification of the sesquilinear pairings. For any twistor D-module, the sesqui-
linear pairing is defined away from z ¼ 0. Let us begin thus by giving a more precise iden-
tification of dRF MRF M on the domain z3 0, t3 0.

Let us localize with respect to z the module considered in Lemma 2.1. If we first
localize dRF MRF M with respect to z, we obtain the module C½z; z�1�nC M. Then, localizing
with respect to t gives C½z; z�1�nC M½q�1

t �. We also have a description of this module
as C½t; t�1�nC G if we set G ¼M½q�1

t �. It comes equipped with an action
C½t; t�1; z; z�1�hqt; qzi by localization of that on dRF MRF M.

Let us denote y ¼ t�1 and set h ¼ q�1
t acting on G, so that t acts as h2qh. Let us give

the explicit form of the action on C½t; t�1�nC G ¼ C½y; y�1�nC G. The action of z is by
y�1 n h, that of qz is by yn qh. On the other hand, the action of y is by yn 1 and that of
qy is by qyn 1þ y�1 n hqh ¼ qy n 1þ zð1n qhÞ (using that qy ¼ �t2qt).

Consider the morphism p : C� � C� ! C� defined by ðy; zÞ 7! h ¼ zy. Then the pre-
vious module C½y; y�1�nC G is nothing but the inverse image (in the sense of D-modules)
pþG, if G is regarded as a C½h; h�1�hqhi-module.

In particular, if V̂V denotes the local system attached to V̂V ¼ Gan on C�, we see that
the local system attached to dRF MRF M on C� � C� is p�1V̂V.

Let u be a temperate distribution on A1 (coordinate t). One considers its Fourier

transform Fzu with parameter z A S and kernel exp½�2i Imðtt=zÞ� i

2p
dt5dt (also written as

exp½�2i Imðtt=zÞ� 1

2pi

dt

z
5

dt

z
). It belongs to the space S 0ðÂA1 � S=SÞ, i.e., is a temperate

distribution on the product ÂA1 � S which depends continuously on z A S.

Let m; m A M and u ¼ kðm; mÞ A S 0ðA1Þ. Then, when restricted to t3 0, the distribu-
tion Fzu is Cy with respect to ðt; zÞ (being locally part of a horizontal section of an inte-
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grable connection). Working with the variable y ¼ t�1, we see that Fzu is the inverse image
via the map p : ðy; zÞ 7! h ¼ zy of the usual Fourier transform of the distribution u re-

stricted at h�1 3 0 (the kernel is exp� 2i Imðt=hÞ i

2p
dt5dt).

The sesquilinear pairing k : M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ extends to a sesquilinear pairing
(where conjugation is taken in the twistor sense with respect to the variable z)

RF k : RF M nC½z; z�1�RF M ! C½z; z�1�nC S 0ðA1Þ;

mpzp nmqzq 7! zpzqkðmp;mqÞ ¼ ð�1Þqzp�qkðmp;mqÞ:
ð2:3Þ

By restricting (2.3) to S we can define FzRF k : dRF MRF M jS nOS
dRF MRF M jS !S 0ðÂA1 � S=SÞ by

composing RF k with the Fourier transform Fz. If one also restricts to t3 0, one sees that
such a sesquilinear pairing takes values in Cy functions. Let us notice that FzRF k was de-
noted ĈC in [22], §8.2.c, as the definition of direct image of a twistor D-module involves a
factor 1=2pi in the pairing.

We wish to show that the restriction of FzRF k to t ¼ 1 (that is, y ¼ 1) induces on Gan
0

the pairing defined by the basic correspondence.

Recall that we set S1 ¼ fjtj ¼ 1g ¼ fjyj ¼ 1g and S ¼ fjzj ¼ 1g. The restriction
to horizontal sections on S1 � S of the pairing FzRF k is a sesquilinear pairing
p�1V̂VS1�S nC s�1cðp�1V̂VÞS1�S ! C, as p�1V̂V is the sheaf of horizontal sections of dRF MRF M

on C� � C�. Recall also that, on S, we have sðzÞ ¼ �1=cðzÞ ¼ �z ¼ iðzÞ.

If we use the involution i : h! �h, we see that ðFzRF kÞjS 1�S is p�1 of the sesqui-

linear pairing ðFtkÞB : V̂VjS1 nC i�1V̂VjS1 ! CS1 . The restriction to y ¼ 1 (that is, t ¼ 1) of
FzRF k thus coincides with ðFtkÞB at the level of horizontal sections, as was to be
proved. r

2.d. Dilatation. We will now identify the fibre at t ¼ to 3 0 of the twistor object
ð dRF MRF M; dRF MRF M;FzRF kÞ by a similar computation.

Let us fix lo A C�. We denote by mlo
: A1 ! A1 the multiplication by lo. If j is a

function on A1, we have ðm�lo
jÞðtÞ ¼ j � mlo

ðtÞ ¼ jðlotÞ.

If F is a C½t�-module, we identify m�lo
F with the C-vector space F where, for m A F ,

the C½t�-action is given by pðtÞ �m ¼ pðt=loÞm. The fibre of m�lo
F at t ¼ 1 is identified with

the fibre of F at t ¼ lo.

Similarly, if M is a C½t�hqti-module, the module mþlo
M is the C-vector space M with

the previous twisted action of C½t� and qt �m ¼ loqtm.

We then clearly have mþlo
M ¼ mþ

lo

M and dmþlo
Mmþlo
M ¼ mþ1=lo

M̂M.

If u A S 0ðA1Þ, we define m�lo
u so that, for any j A SðA1Þ, one has

hm�lo
u; ji ¼ jloj�2hu; m�1=lo

ji. We have dm�lo
um�lo
u ¼ jloj�2m�1=lo

ûu.
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If k : M 0nC M 00 !S 0ðA1Þ is a sesquilinear pairing, we define m�lo
k so that, for any

m 0;m 00 A M 0;M 00, we have ðm�lo
kÞðm 0;m 00Þ ¼ m�lo

�
kðm 0;m 00Þ

�
. Then m�lo

k is a sesquilinear
pairing on mþlo

M 0nC mþlo
M 00.

Given a filtered C½t�hqti-module with sesquilinear pairing ðM;F�M; kÞ, we denote by
mþlo
ðM;F�M; kÞ the object ðmþlo

M; m�lo
F�M; m�lo

kÞ.

Similar formulas can be obtained for the dilatation of a Rees module and its Laplace
transform. We then obtain:

Lemma 2.4. The fibre at t ¼ to 3 0 of the twistor object ð dRF MRF M; dRF MRF M;FzRF kÞ is

the object associated, through the basic correspondence of Definition 1.29, to the triple

mþ1=to
ðM;F�M; kÞ. r

Remark 2.5. With this interpretation of mþ1=to
ðM;F�M; kÞ, [21], Theorem 1 can be

restated by saying that the family mþ1=to
ðM;F�M; kÞ ðto A CÞ corresponds, through the basic

correspondence 1.29, to a variation of polarized twistor structure of weight 0 having a tame
behaviour when to ! 0.

3. Variations of polarized complex Hodge structure and polarized twistor D-modules

We will associate to any variation of polarized complex Hodge structure8) of weight 0
on P1nP (where P is a finite set of points) a set of data ðM;F�M; kÞ as in the basic corre-
spondence of Def. 1.29. In §3.g we will show that the assumptions of the Main Theorem are
satisfied for these data. This will allow us to apply it to a variation of polarized complex
Hodge structure and obtain Corollary 3.15, which is the main result of this section.

The properties we want would basically follow from Schmid’s results [26] (at least if
we assume that the local monodromies of the variation are quasi-unipotent; for variations
defined over R, see [28], §11). Nevertheless, we will directly construct the twistor D-module,
using the general results of [27], as translated in terms of twistor D-modules in [22], Chap. 5.
Our objective is to make clear the characterization of those polarized twistor D-modules
which come from a variation of Hodge structure. The study of smooth objects is made in
§3.e and their extension to P1 in §3.g.

The variation of polarized complex Hodge structure we start with is a set of data de-
fined on P1annP (cf. §3.a). We want to extend these data to P1. The problem is local near
each puncture in P, so we work locally analytically near each puncture. We denote by X

the disc of radius 1 centered at the origin in the complex plane with coordinate x and we
denote by X � the punctured disc Xnf0g.

3.a. Variation of polarized complex Hodge structure on X *. We consider on X � a
variation of complex Hodge structure of weight 0, which is polarized. It consists in giving
a Cy vector bundle H on X � equipped with a flat connection D, a decomposition
H ¼

L
p AZ

H p (H p is usually written as H p;�p as the weight is 0) and a Hermitian metric h

on H, satisfying the following properties:

8) We restrict the study to weight 0 for the sake of simplicity.
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– the decomposition is orthogonal with respect to h and the nondegenerate Hermi-
tian form k ¼

L
p

ð�1ÞphjH p is D-flat,

– (Gri‰ths’ transversality)

D 0ðH pÞH ðH p lH p�1ÞnOX � W
1
X � ;

D 00ðH pÞH ðH p lH pþ1ÞnO
X �

W1
X �
:

ð3:1Þ

We define the (increasing) Hodge filtration F�H as

FpH ¼
L

qf�p

H q;

so that D0FpH HFpþ1H nOX � W
1
X � .

We denote by ðV ;‘Þ the holomorphic bundle with connection ðker D00;D0Þ and we set
FpV ¼ FpH XV . We have ‘FpV HFpþ1V nOX � W

1
X � .

The triple ðH;D; hÞ is harmonic (cf. [27]), the metric connection Dh (resp. the Higgs
field y) is obtained by composing D with the projection on the first (resp. second) factor in
(3.1). In particular, Dh respects the decomposition.

Remark 3.2 (Twist and shift). Let w be some integer. A variation of polarized com-
plex Hodge structure of weight w consists of the same data H ¼

L
p

H p and the Hermitian

metric h, where one now defines k ¼ iwð�1Þph on H p (which is written as H p;w�p), satisfy-
ing the same properties. Going from weight 0 to weight w consists only in multiplying k

by iw.

If one shifts the filtration F� or the decomposition
L

p

H p by setting F ½�l�p ¼ Fpþl or

H½�l� ¼
L

p

H p�l ðl A ZÞ, the pairing k has to be replaced with k 0 ¼ ð�1Þlk.

3.b. The D-module associated to a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure.

We first extend the holomorphic vector bundle with connection ðV ;‘Þ as a meromor-
phic vector bundle with regular connection on X . We denote by j : X � ,! X the open in-
clusion.

Theorem 3.3 (cf. [26]). (i) The OX ½1=x�-module ð j�VÞmod H j�V of local sections of

j�V on X , the h-norm of which has moderate growth near the origin, is free of rank rk V.

We denote it by M ½1=x�.

(ii) The connection ‘ is meromorphic on M ½1=x� and has a regular singularity at the

origin.

(iii) Each term ð j�VÞb ðb A RÞ of the parabolic filtration of h at the puncture—defined

as the OX -module of local sections v of j�V such that, for any e > 0, jxj�bþekvkh is bounded

near the origin—is a locally free OX -module of rank rk V.
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(iv) The connection ‘ is logarithmic on each ð j�VÞb. On ð j�VÞb=ð j�VÞ>b, its residue

has b as unique eigenvalue. In particular, the filtration ð j�VÞ� of ð j�VÞmod
coincides with

the (decreasing) Malgrange-Kashiwara filtration V bðM ½1=x�Þ.9)

The parabolic filtration ð j�VÞ� is decreasing and we will usually consider the asso-
ciated increasing filtration ð j�VÞa ¼ ð j�VÞ

�a�1 for a A R.

Sketch of proof. One reduces to variations defined over R in a standard way. Then
the result is essentially proved in [26] (cf. also [28], §11). r

Remark 3.4. The basic result of Schmid that the h-norm of D-horizontal sections has
moderate growth near the origin is equivalent to saying that the harmonic bundle ðH;D; hÞ
is tame in the sense of [27]. Theorem 3.3 is proved in this more general setting of tame har-
monic bundles in loc. cit. We will use the more general version stated at the level of twistor
D-modules in §3.g.

The OX ½1=x�-module with connection ðM ½1=x�;‘Þ is thus a DX -module with regular
singularity at 0. Denote by M its minimal extension at the origin: by definition, this is the
DX -submodule generated by ð j�VÞ<0 in M ½1=x�. For a < 0, the filtration ð j�VÞa of M is
nothing but the V -filtration of Malgrange-Kashiwara at the origin, that we denote10) by
VaM .

3.c. Extending the sesquilinear pairings. By definition (and by Cauchy-Schwarz), the
metric h extends as a OX nC OX -linear pairing V<0M nC V<0M ! L1

loc;X ðvolÞ, where vol
is the Euclidean volume form on X . Unless h is flat, this sesquilinear form, regarded as tak-
ing values in the sheaf DbX of distributions, is not DX nCDX -linear.

On the other hand, the sesquilinear form k also extends as a sesquilinear pairing
V<0M nC V<0M ! L1

loc;X ðvolÞ: this is seen, using Schmid’s results, by considering the ma-
trix of the base change between a horizontal basis of V , where k is constant by flatness, and
a basis of V<0M ; this will be also recovered in §3.g where we will also obtain:

Proposition 3.5. The sesquilinear form k is V0DX nC V0DX -linear and extends in a

unique way as a DX nCDX -linear form

k : M nCM ! DbX :

Remark 3.6. To be more precise, the pairing k takes values in the subsheaf of regular

holonomic distributions (cf. [12], [3] for such a notion, which will not be used here).

3.d. Extending the Hodge filtration. We wish to define a good filtration F�M on
M , starting from the Hodge filtration F�V . We follow [23], §3.2. We first set, for any
p A Z,

9) Recall that, as x is invertible on M ½1=x�, the Malgrange-Kashiwara filtration of M ½1=x� is the unique

filtration by locally free OX -modules of finite rank such that the connection ‘ on V b has a logarithmic singularity

at 0 with residue having b as unique eigenvalue.

10) The letter V here should not be confused with the previous notation, corresponding to the holomorphic

bundle; it is the standard notation for the Malgrange-Kashiwara filtration.
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FpV<0M ¼ j�FpV XV<0M :ð3:7Þ

This is clearly an OX -module (recall that V<0M ¼ ð j�VÞ<0). In other words, a local section
v of j�V on X is in FpV<0M if and only if

– v is a local section of j�FpV ,

– lim
x!0
jxj � kvkh ¼ 0.

Let us notice that FpV<0M ¼ V<0M for pX 0 and that FpV<0M ¼ 0 for pW 0. We next
define, for any p A Z,

FpM ¼
P
jf0

q j
x � Fp�jV<0M HM :ð3:8Þ

This is clearly an OX -module, we have qxFpM HFpþ1M for any p A Z, and FpM ¼ 0 for
pW 0. Let us also notice that FpM XV<0M ¼ FpV<0M , as we have FpM H j�FpV , and
that j�1FpM ¼ FpV .

For any a < 0 we have

FpV<0M XVaM ¼ FpM XVaM ¼ j�FpV XVaM :ð3:9Þ

Indeed, the inclusionsH are clear. On the other hand, we have

j�FpV XVaM ¼ ð j�FpV XVaMÞXV<0M ¼ FpV<0M XVaM :

For such an a, there is no ambiguity to denote by FpVaM any of the expression in (3.9).

Proposition 3.10. (i) For any p A Z, FpM is OX -coherent.

(ii) The filtered DX -module ðM ;F�MÞ is strictly specializable at x ¼ 0, that is,

(a) for any a < 0 and any p A Z, we have x � FpVaM ¼ FpVa�1M ,

(b) for any af�1 and any p, we have qx � Fp grV
a M ¼ Fpþ1 grV

aþ1 M , where we

set, as usual, Fp grV
a M ¼ ðFpM XVaMÞ=ðFpM XV<aMÞ.

It follows from (i) that FpM is (locally) free as an OX -module, as it has no OX -torsion
(being contained in M ½1=x�).

Sketch of proof. The OX -coherence of FpV<0M is the main point. It can be obtained
from Schmid’s Nilpotent Orbit Theorem [26], but we will recover it in §3.g. The coherence
of FpM follows, hence (i). For (ii), argue as in [23], Prop. 3.2.2. r

3.e. The smooth polarized twistor structure associated to a variation of polarized com-

plex Hodge structure. Let ðH;D; kÞ be a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure
of weight 0 on a Riemann surface Y (we will take Y ¼ P1nP or Y ¼ X �, the punctured
disc). Let ðV ;‘Þ be the corresponding holomorphic bundle with holomorphic connection
and F�V its increasing Hodge filtration, as in §3.a.
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We associate with ðH;D; kÞ as above the triple T ¼ ðRF V ;RF V ;RF kÞ, where RF V is
the Rees module

L
k AZ

zkFkV and RF k is the sesquilinear pairing obtained from k by twistor

sesquilinearity over C½z; z�1� as in (2.3):

RF k

�P
p

zpvp;
P

q

zqwq

�
:¼

P
p;q

zpzqkðvp;wqÞ:

Lemma 3.11. The triple T ¼ ðRF V ;RF V ;RF kÞ equipped with the polarization

S ¼ ðId; IdÞ is a smooth polarized twistor structure of weight 0.

Proof. It is enough to show that each fibre of T over Y is a polarized twistor struc-
ture of weight 0; we can therefore assume that Y is a point, so that there is no di¤erence
between V and H. We are reduced to finding a C½z�-basis e of RF V which is orthonormal
for RF k (cf. [22], Remark 2.2.3).

For any p, let ep be an h-orthonormal basis of Hp. Then ðzpepÞp AZ is the desired basis
of RF V : that it is a basis is clear, and

RF kðzpep; i; zqeq; jÞ ¼ zpzqkðep; i; eq; jÞ;

this expression vanishes unless p ¼ q, hence is equal to ð�1Þpkðep; i; ep; jÞ ¼ hðep; i; ep; jÞ ¼ di; j,
if d is the Kronecker symbol. r

Remark 3.12 (Integrability). It is easily seen that this object of R-TriplesðYÞ is inte-
grable: indeed, RF V is integrable (cf. Remark 2.2) and RF k satisfies the integrability condi-
tion

zqzRF kðu; vÞ ¼ RF kðzqzu; vÞ � RF kðu; zqzvÞ:

3.f. Characterization of polarized smooth twistor structures coming from variations

of polarized complex Hodge structure. Consider the analytization of the object
ðRF V ;RF V ;RF kÞ constructed in the previous section, i.e., tensor it with OY over OY ½z�. It
takes the form ðH 0;H 0;CÞ, where H 0 is a locally free OY-module of finite rank. Is it pos-
sible to recover ðRF V ;RF V ;RF kÞ from its analytization, and how to do so?

Proposition 3.13. Let T ¼ ðH 0;H 0;CÞ be a smooth object of R-TriplesðY Þ. It is the

analytization of a triple ðRF V ;RF V ;RF kÞ if and only if it satisfies the following supplemen-

tary properties:

(i) T is integrable.

(ii) H 0 is relatively logarithmic, i.e., stable under zqz (and not only under z2qz).

(iii) The monodromy of the flat connection on H 0
jz30 around z ¼ 0 is the identity.

Proof. The conditions are necessary: this clearly follows from the definition of
the z2qz-action on RF V for 3.13(i) and (ii); localizing along z ¼ 0 (i.e., tensoring with
OY ½z; z�1�) changes RF V to C½z; z�1�nC V and the qz-action is trivial on 1nV . This gives
(iii).
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Let us now consider T satisfying Properties 3.13(i)–(iii). We argue in four steps:

(a) We show that, locally on Y , there exists a basis of H 0
jz¼0 as an OYjz¼0-module

(where jz¼0 means the sheaf-theoretical restriction) such that the matrix of the connection
in this basis is relatively logarithmic and takes the form D dz=zþ Bðy; zÞ dy=z, where D is
a diagonal matrix with integral entries and B is holomorphic.

(b) If Gk denotes the free OY -module generated by the part of the previous basis cor-
responding with the eigenvalue k of D, the OY -module

Fk :¼ ker½ðzqz � kÞ : H 0
jz¼0 !H 0

jz¼0�

is equal to
L
l AN

Gk�lz
l, hence is locally free. Moreover, the integrability of the connection

implies that zqyFk HFkþ1. Setting V ¼ ker½zqz : H
0½z�1�jz¼0 !H 0½z�1�jz¼0�, we see that

V ¼
L
l AZ

Glz
�l is a locally free OY -module filtered by the FkV :¼ z�kFk ¼

L
lek

Glz
�l,

and that this filtration satisfies Gri‰ths transversality qyFk HFkþ1. Let us also notice that
the filtration F�V is the filtration by the order of the pole when V is considered as a sub-
sheaf of H 0½z�1�jz¼0, that is, FkV ¼ V X z�kH 0

jz¼0.

(c) The morphism OYjz¼0 nOY
RF V !H 0

jz¼0 sending Fkzk to Fk is an isomorphism

of germs of bundles with meromorphic connection. It extends in a unique way by horizon-
tality as a morphism of bundles with connections OYnOY

RF V !H 0. This morphism
identifies ðV ;‘Þ, defined as ker zqz as above, with H 0=ðz� 1ÞH 0 equipped with its natural
connection.

(d) The integrability property for C shows that, when restricted to FkjS nOS
FljS, C

is homogeneous of degree ðk � lÞ with respect to zqz. Therefore, C takes the form RF k for
some sesquilinear pairing k on V .

Let us indicate the proof of Step (a). This is a particular case of the Levelt normal
form with parameter. Take a local coordinate y on Y and choose a local basis of H 0

jz¼0.
The matrix of the connection in this basis can be written as

~AAðy; zÞ dz

z
þ ~BBðy; zÞ dy

z
;

where ~AA and ~BB are holomorphic. As the monodromy relative to z is unipotent (being the
identity), the characteristic polynomial of ~AAð0; yÞ is constant and its roots are integers.
Therefore, one can assume that ~AAð0; yÞ ¼ DþNð0; yÞ, where D is diagonal with integral
eigenvalues and Nð0; yÞ is strictly upper triangular and commutes with D.

Arguing as for the construction of the Levelt normal form (see e.g., [20], Exer.
II.2.20), it is then possible to find a finite number of (possibly nonzero) holomorphic
matrices AjðyÞ such that ½D;Aj� ¼ �jAj ð j A N�Þ and a formal series

P̂Pðy; zÞ ¼ Idþ zP1ðyÞ þ � � �

where PkðyÞ are holomorphic on a fixed neighbourhood of y ¼ 0 such that
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z
qP̂P

qz
ðy; zÞ ¼ P̂Pðy; zÞ �

�
DþNð0; yÞ þ

P
j

z jAjðyÞ
�
� ~AAðy; zÞP̂Pðy; zÞ:

After the formal meromorphic base change with matrix P̂Pðy; zÞz�D, the matrix of zqz is
Nð0; yÞ þ

P
j

AjðyÞ (see e.g., loc. cit.) and therefore, restricting to curves y ¼ yo and apply-

ing the classical theory of di¤erential equations with regular singularities in dimension one,

the monodromy around z ¼ 0 is exp�2pi
�

Nð0; yÞ þ
P

j

AjðyÞ


. The assumption that the

monodromy around z ¼ 0 is the identity is then equivalent to the vanishing of each term in
the sum.

Applying now the formal base change with matrix P̂Pðy; zÞ instead of P̂Pðy; zÞz�D, we
find that in the new (formal) basis, the matrix of the connection is written as

D
dz

z
þ B̂Bðy; zÞ dy

z
;

where B̂B ¼ P̂P�1 ~BBP̂Pþ zP̂P�1qP̂P=qy is a formal series in z with holomorphic coe‰cients
in y. In particular, we have B̂Bð0; yÞ ¼ ~BBð0; yÞ and the integrability condition implies
zqB̂Bðy; zÞ=qz ¼ ½B̂B;D� þ B̂B. Expanding this equality with respect to powers of z shows that
B̂B is a polynomial in z with holomorphic coe‰cients in y. The new matrix has the desired
form.

Last, the formal matrix P̂P is a horizontal section of a holomorphic bundle with
meromorphic connection having regular singularities along z ¼ 0 (in order to justify this
statement, let us remark that is so for its restriction to curves y ¼ yo; we then apply the
regularity criterion in [6]). It is therefore convergent. r

3.g. The polarized twistor D-module associated to a variation of polarized complex

Hodge structure. Let ðH;D; kÞ be a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure of
weight 0 on P1nP. By the results of §§3.b, 3.c and 3.d applied to the neighbourhood of
each point of P, we associate to it a filtered D-module ðM ;F�MÞ on P1 equipped with a
Hermitian pairing k : M nC M ! DbP1 .

The main result of this section is:

Proposition 3.14. The object of R-TriplesðP1Þ associated to ðM ;F�M ; kÞ is a polar-

ized regular twistor D-module of weight 0 on P1.

If ðM;F�MÞ denotes the (global sections of ) the localization away from y of
ðM ;F�MÞ and if k denotes the associated Hermitian pairing with values in S 0ðA1Þ, it fol-
lows that the Main Theorem of §1.e applies to ðM;F�M; kÞ:

Corollary 3.15. Let ðH;D; kÞ be a variation of polarized complex Hodge structure of

weight 0 on P1nP, let ðM;F�MÞ be the corresponding filtered C½t�hqti-module and still de-

note by k the extension of k as a sesquilinear pairing M nC M !S 0ðA1Þ. Then the associ-

ated object ðH;H; ĈCÞ through the correspondence 1.29 is an integrable polarized twistor

structure of weight 0 with polarization ðId; IdÞ. r
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In order to prove Proposition 3.14, we will directly construct a twistor D-module ex-
tending the one attached to the variation on P1nP, and show that this object takes the form
ðRFM ;RFM ;RF kÞ for some filtration F on M and sesquilinear pairing k. We will then
show that the filtration F and the sesquilinear pairing k coincide with those defined in
§§3.b, 3.c and 3.d. This will give in particular the finiteness results obtained there using
Schmid’s results.

Extending (HO,HO,C ). Denote by ðH 0;H 0;CÞ the analytic triple attached to
ðH;D; hÞ as in §3.f, with polarization ðId; IdÞ. We have yet seen that the results of Schmid
imply that the harmonic metric h is tame near the punctures. In [22], Cor. 5.3.1, we have
constructed, as a consequence of the results of [27] and [2], an object T ¼ ðM;M;CÞ
which is a polarized twistor D-module if we take ðId; IdÞ as the polarization, such that
it restricts to ðH 0;H 0;CÞ on P1nP. More precisely, we have also defined the extension
V<0

~MMH j�H
0, which is a locally free OP1 -module (where P1 ¼ P1 �W0 and W0 is defined

in §1.c), where j : P1nP ,! P1 denotes the open inclusion (and also the same inclusion after
the product with W0). Let us notice that, as the eigenvalues of the local monodromies of
ðH;DÞ near the punctures have modulus equal to one (cf. [26]), the V -filtration constructed
in [22] is defined globally with respect to z and not only locally near each zo. We will show
that ðM;M;CÞ is the analytization of some ðRFM ;RFM ;RF kÞ.

Extending RFV. Let us first show the existence of RF V<0M .

Lemma 3.16. The zqz action on H 0 extends to V<0
~MM.

Proof. Let us work near a puncture, with local coordinate x. Recall (cf. [22], Cor.
5.3.1) that V<0

~MM is defined as the subsheaf of j�H
0, the germ at ð0; zoÞ of which consists

of local sections m such that lim
x!0
jxj � kmkp�h ¼ 0, uniformly for z near zo.

Let X denote a small disc centered at x ¼ 0, X � the punctured disc and X the closure
of X . Choose an orthonormal basis ðep; jÞ of H on X �, which is adapted to the decomposi-
tion H ¼

L
p

Hp, and write m ¼
P
p; j

fp; jðx; zÞzpep; j, where each fp; j is Cy with respect

to x A X � and holomorphic with respect to z near zo. The action of zqz is given by
zqzm ¼

P
p; j

ðpfp; j þ zqfp; jqzÞzpep; j.

The condition that m is a local section of V<0
~MM is then equivalent to the fact that, for

any p, j, the map z 7! ½x 7! xfp; jðx; zÞzp� is a holomorphic function from a neighbourhood
of zo to the Banach space of continuous functions on X vanishing at 0. It is then clear, from
Cauchy’s inequality, that jxj � kzqzmkp�h e cjxj � kmkp�h for some c > 0. r

It follows that V<0
~MM is a locally free OP1 -module with a meromorphic connection ‘

having regular singularities along its polar locus fz ¼ 0gW ðP�W0Þ. Let us also notice
that, as we have seen in §3.f, the monodromy around z ¼ 0 is the identity.

Lemma 3.17. Denote by V<0M the kernel of zqz acting on V<0
~MMjz¼0½z�1� and by

F�V<0M the filtration by ‘‘the order of the pole in z’’. Then we have a natural isomorphism

OP1 nO
P1 ½z�RF V<0M !@ V<0

~MM, identifying (the restriction of ) C with RF k.
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Proof. Let us fix a local coordinate x on a small disc X centered at a puncture and a
local basis of V<0

~MM near the point ð0; 0Þ. The matrix of the connection in this basis can be
written as

~AAðx; zÞ dz

z
þ ~BBðx; zÞ dx

zx

with ~AAðx; zÞ, ~BBðx; zÞ holomorphic.

The argument used in the proof of Proposition 3.13 extends to the present situation:

– For Step (a), we can apply exactly the same arguments; at the end, we find that P̂P is
a z-formal horizontal section of a holomorphic bundle with meromorphic connection on X
having poles along fz ¼ 0gW fx ¼ 0g; moreover, the restriction to the curves x ¼ xo 3 0
and z ¼ zo 3 0 of this bundle with connection has a regular singularity at the origin, as
can be seen on its matrix; after Deligne’s criterion in [6], the meromorphic connection has
regular singularities; it follows that any formal solution is convergent.

– Similarly, for Step (b), we apply the same argument, where the OX -module ker zqz

is now called V<0M instead of V .

– The bundle HomOX
ðOXnOX ½z�RF V<0M ;V<0

~MMÞ is naturally equipped with a
meromorphic connection having regular singularities along fz ¼ 0gW fx ¼ 0g; we have
constructed a germ of horizontal section of this bundle on X � D, where D is a neigh-
bourhood of 0 in W0, which is an isomorphism of bundles with connection; it extends
in a unique way by horizontality as a section on X � �W0, and is at most meromor-
phic along fx ¼ 0g �W0; it is in fact holomorphic along fx ¼ 0g �W0, being yet holo-
morphic along fx ¼ 0g � D; this gives Step (c); in particular, we have identified
V<0M ¼ ker½zqz : V<0

~MMjz¼0½z�1� ! V<0
~MMjz¼0½z�1�� with V<0

~MM=ðz� 1ÞV<0
~MM.

– The equality C ¼ RF k holds away from fx ¼ 0g, and both are L1
loc along fx ¼ 0g

(cf. [22], §5.3.c, for C), thus they coincide as sesquilinear pairing taking values in distribu-
tions, hence Step (d). r

Lemma 3.18. The filtration F�V<0M satisfies (3.7).

Proof. Looking back to Step (b) in the proof of Proposition 3.13, the assertion is
equivalent to saying that the order of the pole along z ¼ 0 can be computed away from
fx ¼ 0g. r

The minimal extension. We now construct RFM . We continue to work locally near
a puncture. We denote ~MM ¼ OX½x�1�nOX

V<0
~MM and we denote by M the RX-submodule

generated by V<0
~MM in ~MM. It is clear that ~MMH j�H

0 is stable by zqz. Let us notice more-
over that M is so, according to the commutation relation zqzpx ¼ pxðzqz þ 1Þ. We can
therefore define ~MM and M by the procedure above, i.e., by taking the kernel of the action
of zqz on the z-localized modules. We similarly get a filtration F� on these modules.

We have then RF
~MM ¼ OX ½x�1; z�nOX ½z�RF V<0M and RFM is identified with the

RFDX -submodule generated by RF V<0M in RF
~MM . We conclude that M is a minimal ex-
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tension (i.e., DX -generated by V<0M ) and that F�M is a good filtration, as RFM is then
clearly RFDX -coherent.

By localization with respect to x of the isomorphism in Lemma 3.17, we get an iso-
morphism OXnOX ½z�RF

~MM !@ ~MM, and by taking the submodules generated by RF V<0M , we
get OXnOX ½z�RFM !@ M.

Extending the sesquilinear pairing. We have yet obtained a sesquilinear pairing k on
V<0M nC V<0M with values in L1

loc, such that the sesquilinear pairing C restricted to
RF V<0M nC½z; z�1�RF V<0M coincides with RF k.

Consider local sections m 0, m 00 of FkM and FlM . Then

Cðm 0zk;m 00zlÞ ¼ zkzlCðm 0;m 00Þ

belongs to DbX�S=S, and so does Cðm 0;m 00Þ. But m 0, m 00 are obtained from V<0M by acting
di¤erential operators. It follows that, by sesquilinearity, Cðm 0;m 00Þ is a distribution on X

(i.e., does not depend on z), as this is true on V<0M . We denote by kðm 0;m 00Þ this distribu-
tion. Then, clearly, k is the desired extension, and it satisfies C ¼ RF k.

Description of the filtration F�M . In order to end the proof of Proposition 3.14, it
remains to identify the previously constructed filtration F�M with that given by Formula
(3.8).

Taking the degree p part in z of the equality RFM ¼ RFDX � RF V<0M of submod-
ules of RF

~MM gives

FpM ¼
P
k

FkDX � Fp�kV<0M in ~MM ;

which is exactly (3.8). r

4. Application to cohomologically tame functions on smooth a‰ne varieties

4.a. Cohomologically tame functions. Let U be a smooth complex a‰ne variety of
dimension nþ 1 and let f : U ! C be a regular function on U . We say that f is a cohomo-

logically tame function (cf. [18]) if there exists a diagram

U K��!k X

f

???yF

A1

������!
where X is quasi-projective and F is projective such that, for any c A A1, the support of the
complex of vanishing cycles fF�cRk�QU is contained in U . This implies in particular that
the critical points of f in U are isolated. This also implies that the cone C of the complex
k!QU ! Rk�QU is such that fF�cC ¼ 0 for any c A C, hence each cohomology sheaf of
RF�C is (locally) constant on A1. We mainly use this last property, which has been consid-
ered by N. Katz [14], Th. 14.13.3, in an arithmetic setting and in [18] in the complex setting
(cf. also [16], [17], [9] and [8], §6.3).
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Remark 4.1. There are many examples of cohomologically tame functions. Namely,
if f is a polynomial on Cnþ1, then it is cohomologically tame with respect to the closure X

in Pnþ1 � C of the graph of f (contained in Cnþ1 � C if and only if it satisfies Malgrange

condition (cf. [17])). Polynomials which are tame in the sense of Broughton [4] are examples
of this kind. Recall also that (Laurent) polynomials which are convenient and nondegener-
ate with respect to their Newton polyhedra are cohomologically tame.

Recall that we denote by pQU the complex QU ½dim U �. Let us recall some properties
of the complex Rf�

pQU . We denote by p1; . . . ; pr the critical values of f and by
j : A1annfp1; . . . ; prg ,! A1an the open inclusion. We will use basic results concerning per-
verse sheaves and intersection cohomology, for which we refer to [8] and the references
therein. We also use the nearby and vanishing cycle functors cg, fg relative to a function
g (see loc. cit.), and their perverse counterpart pcg ¼ cg½�1�, fpg ¼ fg½�1�.

A basic point will be to compare the direct image Rf�
pQU with the direct image by F

of the intersection complex ICX ðpQÞ.

Proposition 4.2. The perverse sheaf pH0Rf�
pQU shifted by �1 is a sheaf, with fibre at

c equal to H n
�

f �1ðcÞ;Q
�
. Moreover, there is an exact sequence

0!F1 ! pH0RF� ICX ðpQÞ ! pH0Rf�
pQU !F2 ! 0ð4:2Þð*Þ

in the perverse category, where F1, F2 are constant sheaves shifted by 1. Last, the perverse

sheaf pH0RF� ICX ðpQÞ decomposes as the direct sum of two perverse sheaves:

– j�V!�½1�, where V!� is the local system with fiber the intersection cohomology

IHn
�
F�1ðcÞ;Q

�
on A1nfp1; . . . ; prg,

– a sheaf supported on fp1; . . . ; prg, each fiber being of finite rank.

Example 4.3. Consider the function f : Cnþ1 ! C given by f ðx0; . . . ; xnÞ ¼
P

x2
i .

We have r ¼ 1 and p1 ¼ 0.

– If n ¼ 1, then pH0Rf�
pQU ¼ j!

pQA1nfp1;...;prg,
pH0RF� ICX ðpQÞ ¼ i0;�Q0, so

V!� ¼ 0, F1 ¼ 0 and F2 ¼ pQA1 .

– If n ¼ 2, then pH0Rf�
pQU ¼ j�V, where V has rank one,

pH0RF� ICX ðpQÞ ¼ j�V!�;

where V!� has rank two, F1 has rank one and F2 ¼ 0.

Proof. The first point was proved in [18], Th. 8.1(3); more precisely, to identify the
fibre, we use that, if ic : F�1ðcÞ ,! X denotes the closed inclusion and kc : f �1ðcÞ ,! F�1ðcÞ
denotes the open inclusion, then we have i�1

c Rk�QU ¼ Rkc;�Qf �1ðcÞ: this is proved in [18],
Prop. 8.3(3).

For the second point, let us first remark that the intersection complex ICX ðpQÞ also
satisfies the non-existence of vanishing cycles at infinity. Indeed, cohomological tameness
for f is equivalent to the vanishing along XnU of the complexes pfF�c

pHlðRk� pQUÞ for
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all l, if pHl denotes the l-th complex of perverse cohomology. This follows from the com-
mutation of the functor pfF�c with the functors pHl (see e.g., [13], Cor. 10.3.13, where our
notation pf corresponds to their notation f).

On the other hand, one has ICX ðpQÞ ¼ k!�
pQU and k!�

pQU is a perverse subsheaf of
pH0ðRk� pQUÞ. Therefore, pfF�ck!�

pQU is a perverse subsheaf of pfF�c
pH0ðRk� pQUÞ,

hence is zero on XnU .

In the same way one shows that, for all c A C, the cone of the complex
k!�

pQU ! Rk�
pQU does not have vanishing cycles along F ¼ c. This remains true after di-

rect image by the proper morphism F , and thus the perverse cohomology sheaves of the
cone C of the complex RF� ICX ðpQÞ ! Rf�

pQU are locally constant perverse sheaves
(i.e., locally constant sheaves shifted by 1) on A1an, hence constant.

On the other hand, still considering the vanishing cycles, one shows that the perverse
sheaves pHlRF� ICX ðpQÞ and pHlRf�

pQU ¼ pHlRF�Rk�
pQU are constant if l3 0.

In the long exact sequence of perverse cohomology

� � � ! pH�1Rf�
pQU ! pH0C! pH0RF� ICX ðpQÞ ! pH0Rf�

pQU

! pH1C! pH1RF� ICX ðpQÞ ! � � �

all the terms but those in the middle are constant sheaves (shifted by one), hence we get a
short exact sequence (4.2)(*).

The Decomposition Theorem [1] gives the desired decomposition. Let us show
that the fibre of V!� at c A A1nfp1; . . . ; prg is the intersection cohomology
IHn

�
F�1ðcÞ;Q

�
, and the morphism V!�; c !Vc is the natural restriction morphism

IHn
�
F�1ðcÞ;Q

�
! H n

�
f �1ðcÞ;Q

�
.

To prove this statement, it is enough to prove that, in some neighbourhood of XnU ,
we have, for any c A A1an, the equality i�1

c k!�QU ¼ kc; !�Qf �1ðcÞ. Let us use the shifting con-
vention for perverse sheaves. Recall that kc; !�

pQf �1ðcÞ is the image (in the perverse category)
of the natural morphism pH0kc; !

pQf �1ðcÞ ! pH0kc;�
pQf �1ðcÞ. In some neighbourhood of

XnU , according to the non-existence of vanishing cycles of the complexes involved, we
have, setting pi�1

c ¼ i�1
c ½�1�,

pi�1
c k!�

pQU ¼ pcf�ck!�
pQU ðno vanishing cyclesÞ

¼ image½pcf�c
pH0k!

pQU ! pcf�c
pH0Rk�

pQU �

¼ image½pH0 pcf�ck!
pQU ! pH0 pcf�cRk�

pQU � ðpcf�c is t-exactÞ

¼ image½pH0 pi�1
c k!

pQU ! pH0 pi�1
c Rk�

pQU � ðno vanishing cyclesÞ

¼ image½pH0k!
pi�1

c
pQU ! pH0Rk�

pi�1
c

pQU � ðcf : ½18�; Prop: 8:3ð3ÞÞ

¼ image½pH0kc; !
pQf �1ðcÞ ! pH0Rkc;�

pQf �1ðcÞ�

¼ kc; !�
pQf �1ðcÞ: r
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4.b. Semisimplicity of the Gauss-Manin system. The Gauss-Manin system M of f ,
defined as H0fþOU , is known to be a regular holonomic C½t�hqti-module. Its Laplace
transform M̂M is a C½t�hqti-module having thus a regular singularity at t ¼ 0 and a (usually)
irregular singularity at t ¼y, and no other singularity. Then G :¼ C½t; t�1�nC½t� M̂M is a
free C½t; t�1�-module of rank m (sum of the Milnor numbers of the critical points of f on
U ), equipped with a connection ‘̂‘ (regular singularity at t ¼ 0, irregular one at t ¼y, and
no other singularity).

Theorem 4.4. With these assumptions, the meromorphic bundle with connection ðG; ‘̂‘Þ
is semisimple, i.e., is a direct sum of simple (that is, irreducible) meromorphic bundles with

connection.

R. Garcı́a López informed me that this result has been shown by N. Katz ([14], Th.
14.13.4(4)) by arithmetical methods.

Proof. Let Myþ be the regular holonomic C½t�hqti-module having pH0RF� ICX ðpCÞ
as its de Rham complex (using the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence on P1 and GAGA).
From (4.2)(*), we get an exact sequence

0! N1 !Myþ !M ! N2 ! 0;ð4:5Þ

where N1, N2 are isomorphic to powers of C½t� (with its usual C½t�hqti-action). In particu-
lar, setting Gyþ ¼ C½t; t�1�nC½t� dMyþMyþ, one has

Gyþ ¼ G:ð4:6Þ

Let us notice that if Myþ is semisimple as a C½t�hqti-module, then dMyþMyþ is so as a
C½t�hqti-module and C½t; t�1�nC½t� dMyþMyþ is so as a meromorphic bundle with connection.

The semisimplicity of Myþ follows from the Decomposition Theorem for the direct
image of an intersection complex by a projective morphism ([1] or [23], see also [5]) and of
the Semisimplicity Theorem [7]. r

4.c. The Brieskorn lattice. We denote by G0 the Brieskorn lattice associated to f

(see [18]): by definition, one introduces a new variable y and one sets

G0 ¼ Wnþ1ðUÞ½y�=ðyd � df5ÞWnðUÞ½y�:

It is known that G0 is a free C½y�-module of rank m :¼ dimWnþ1ðUÞ=df5WnðUÞ. The mul-
tiplication by f on WnðUÞ naturally induces a connection on G0 with a pole of order 2 at
y ¼ 0, a regular singularity at y ¼y, and no other pole.

We have G ¼ C½y; y�1�nC½y�G0, equipped with the corresponding connection.

Comparison with G†B, 0. After [23], the module Myþ is equipped with a good filtra-
tion that we denote by F H

� Myþ, so that ðMyþ;F
H
� MyþÞ underlies a polarizable Hodge mod-

ule of weight dim U ¼ nþ 1 on A1 (which corresponds, on A1nfp1; . . . ; prg, to a variation
of polarized Hodge structure of weight n). We will be interested in the shifted filtration
F�Myþ ¼ F H

� ½nþ 1�Myþ, defined by FlMyþ ¼ F H
l�ðnþ1ÞMyþ for any l A Z. We then define

Gyþ;0 as G
ðF�Þ
yþ;0.
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Lemma 4.7. We have Gyþ;0 ¼ G0.

Proof of Gyþ;0 HG0. By definition of the direct image fþ, the module M can be
written as Wnþ1ðUÞ½qt�

�
ðd � df5�qtÞWnðUÞ½qt�. We denote by M0 the image of Wnþ1ðUÞ

in M. Then G0 is the saturation (1.26) of M0 by q�1
t . It is therefore enough to show that

the natural map Myþ !M of (4.5) sends F0Myþ into M0 and that 0 is a generating index
for F�Myþ (cf. (1.28)).

We consider a diagram

~XX

~kk

???yp

U K��!k X

f

???yF

A1

K����
!

������!
~FF

where ~XX is smooth and p is projective and birational. The direct image H0 ~FFþO~XX is the 0-th
cohomology of the complex

RG
�
~XX ; ðWnþ1þ�

~XX
½qt�; d � d ~FF5�qtÞ

�
and we have a natural restriction morphism

RG
�
~XX ; ðWnþ1þ�

~XX
½qt�; d � d ~FF5�qtÞ

�
! RG

�
U ; ðWnþ1þ�

U ½qt�; d � df5�qtÞ
�

¼
�
Wnþ1þ�ðUÞ½qt�; d � df5�qt

�
inducing a natural morphism

H0 ~FFþO~XX !M:ð4:8Þ

We filter the de Rham complex by

FkðWnþ1þ�
~XX

½qt�; d � d ~FF5�qtÞ ¼ ðFkþ�½Wnþ1þ�
~XX

½qt��; d � d ~FF5�qtÞð4:9Þ

with

Fkþl½Wnþ1þl
~XX

½qt�� ¼
Pkþl
a¼0

Wnþ1þl
~XX

qa
t :

This induces the filtration F�H
0 ~FFþO~XX . We have a similar definition for U instead of ~XX , and

(4.8) is, by construction, compatible with the filtrations. We remark that F0M ¼M0; hence,
the morphism (4.8) sends F0H

0 ~FFþO~XX into M0.

By construction, F0H
0 ~FFþO~XX generates F�H

0 ~FFþO~XX over C½qt�, as

F0ðWnþ1þ�
~XX

½qt�; d � d ~FF5�qtÞ ¼ Wnþ1
~XX

:
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In order to conclude, we apply [23]: setting as above F H
� ¼ F�½�ðnþ 1Þ�,

ðH0 ~FFþO~XX ;F
H
� Þ underlies a polarizable Hodge module of weight nþ 1, and, by the

decomposition theorem of loc. cit. for pþO~XX , ðMyþ;F
H
� MyþÞ is a direct summand of

ðH0 ~FFþO~XX ;F
H
� Þ. Last, the morphism (4.5) is induced by (4.8). r

End of the proof of Lemma 4.7. Once we know that Gyþ;0 and G0 are two lattices
of G ¼ Gyþ and that the former is included in the latter, the lemma follows from the
equality after tensoring with C7y8 over C½y�. From the formal stationary phase for-
mula (see e.g., [20], Prop. V.3.6), this reduces to the formal microlocal equality
ðM;F�MÞm ¼ ðMyþ;F�MyþÞm at each point pj.

In order to obtain such an equality, one interprets both microlocal filtered modules as
microlocal direct images by F of kþOU and kyþOU respectively (see e.g., [18], §11). In such a
direct image, no contribution comes from XnU , and the contributions coming from the
critical points of f in U coincide. r

Remark (Birkho¤ problem for the Brieskorn lattice). It follows from Theorem 4.4
and of a theorem of Bolibrukh and Kostov that Birkho¤’s problem for the Brieskorn lat-
tice has a solution. This result can also be obtained in another way, which is more precise:
Hodge Theory allows one to apply M. Saito’s criterion [24] to obtain a remarkable solution
to this problem (cf. [18], [10]).

4.d. The sesquilinear pairing. By Poincaré-Verdier Duality Theorem, we have a nat-
ural pairing (that we consider from the sesquilinear point of view)

P : Rf!
pCU nC Rf� pCU ! CA1an ½2�:

As the perverse cohomology sheaves in degree distinct from 0 of both complexes Rf!
pCU

and Rf�
pCU are constant shifted by one, their topological Laplace transforms vanish on

ÂA1�, and the topological Laplace transforms of these complexes take the form V̂V½1�, if V̂V
is the sheaf of horizontal sections of G on ÂA1�. By topological Fourier transform, we get a
sesquilinear pairing (1.11):

P̂P : V̂VjS 1 ½1�nC i�1V̂VjS1 ½1� ! CS1 ½2�:

For any integer l, let us set eðlÞ ¼ ð�1Þlðl�1Þ=2.

Theorem 4.10. Let us assume that f is cohomologically tame. Then the integrable tri-

ple ðH;H; ĈCÞ associated with
�
G0;G0; ½eðnþ 1Þ=ð2piÞnþ1� � P̂P

�
by the twistorization process

of Definition 1.25 (i.e., y 7! z and replacement of the standard conjugation with the twistor

conjugation), equipped with the sesquilinear duality S ¼ ðIdH; IdHÞ, is an integrable polar-

ized twistor structure of weight 0.

Proof. We will apply Corollary 3.15 to a suitable variation of polarized Hodge
structure.

Let us choose a relatively ample line bundle for F . Denote by PMyþ the correspond-
ing primitive submodule of Myþ (its fibre at c A A1nfp1; . . . ; prg is the primitive part of
IHn

�
F�1ðcÞ;C

�
). The filtration F H

� Myþ induces a filtration F H
� PMyþ.
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Lemma 4.11. The primitive filtered module ðPMyþ;F
H
� PMyþÞ is a direct summand in

ðMyþ;F
H
� MyþÞ, the other summand being isomorphic to a constant Hodge module.

Proof. By the decomposition theorem [23], we have a Lefschetz decomposition

ðMyþ;F
H
� MyþÞ ¼ ðPMyþ;F

H
� PMyþÞlLH�2FþkyþðOU ;F H

� OUÞ

if ðOU ;F
H
� OUÞ is OU with its trivial filtration shifted by �ðnþ 1Þ and L denotes the Lef-

schetz operator relative to the chosen relatively ample line bundle. The second summand
is isomorphic to H�2FþkyþðOU ;F

H
� OUÞ. As we have seen in the proof of Proposition 4.2,

the corresponding perverse sheaf is constant. r

Poincaré-Verdier duality also induces a sesquilinear pairing P!� on pH0RF�k!�
pCU , in

a way compatible to P. We also denote by P!� the restriction to the primitive part. Then (cf.
[23]) ½eðnÞ=ð2piÞn�P!� induces the polarization of the variation of Hodge structure of weight
n on A1nfp1; . . . ; prg corresponding to ðPMyþ;F

H
� PMyþÞ. It also induces the polarization

of the Hodge structure corresponding to the punctual components of ðPMyþ;F H
� PMyþÞ. If

we replace F H
� by F H

� ½nþ 1�, we have to replace ½eðnÞ=ð2piÞn�P!� by ð�1Þnþ1½eðnÞ=ð2piÞn�P!�
(cf. Remark 3.2), that is, by �½eðnþ 1Þ=ð2piÞn�P!�.

By Lemma 4.7, Gyþ;0 ¼ G0, and by Lemma 4.11, Gyþ;0 is equal to the lattice asso-
ciated to ðPMyþ;F�PMyþÞ. Moreover, we have P̂!�P!� ¼ P̂P. We can apply the Main Theorem,
according to Corollary 3.15 for the non punctual components of ðPMyþ;F�PMyþÞ (for the
punctual components, we apply Example 1.33(i)).

Let us now notice that

� eðnþ 1Þ
ð2piÞn �

i

2p
P̂P ¼ eðnþ 1Þ
ð2piÞnþ1

P̂P:

Theorem 4.10 is then a consequence of the Main Theorem and of the previous results.
r
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